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tion code, a map unit number and, in some cases, a subsüate 
modifier code. The second row of information consists of a 
surface texture code. However, if the map symbol is com- 
posed of only two rows, this texture information is not 
included in the symbol. The iast row is a code composed of 
numbers and letters that indicate the siope class and surface 
form of the landscape. A brief explanation of each of these 
map symbol components is provided in the legend on the side 
of the map. The legend describes the general type of soil 
development, the geologic material in which each soil has 
developed, and in complex areas, where each geologic mate- 
riai occurs in the landscape, as weli as the kinds of soils 
compnsing each map unit. 

Example I-- 

l 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This publication continues the series of soil survey 

reports for Saskatchewan initiated on an R.M. basis in 1984. 
This series of publications is a continuation of the basic soil 
survey program in the Province, initiated in 1958; however, 
the publication format has been substantialîy changed to 
include more interpretive information on an R.M. basis. 

The main purpose of a soil survey is to inventory the soii 
resources of an area, providing a description of the soils and 
showing their extent and distribution. It has become increas- 
ingly apparent, however, that many users require additional 
interpretive information for the resolution of production, 
conservation and other problems reiated to a particuiar set of 
soil conditions. To that end, this report also presents a 
number of interpretations based on the soil inventory infor- 
mation. 

In order to gain the most information about any particu- 
1% area within the municipaiity, both the soi1 map and report 
must be used together. 

1.1 USING THE SOIL MAP AND 
REPORT 

Each delineation on the soil map contains a map symbol 
and a unique number which are described and illustrated 
below. 

The Soi1 Map Symbol 

The rnap symbol is composed of up to three rows of 
information. The first row always consists of a soil associa- 

Figure 1. Sequence of Symbois. 

Delineation Number and Soil 
Interpretations 

Each map delineation contains a unique number which 
is used to reference additionai soils and interpretive informa- 
tion in Section 6 of the report. This section provides a tabular 
listing of interpretive symbols for each delineation. An 
explanation of these symbols is provided under the appropri- 
ate subsection in Section 4 entitled “Soil Interpretations.” 

To detemine the agricuiturai capability classification for area 
213 (used in the example below), tumto Section 6 andlook up 
the number 213 listed in the lefi-hand column under the 
heading, “Area No.”. Next, read across to the symbis listed 
in the mlumn headed, “Agricuiturai Capability”. These 
symbois are explained in Subsection4.4, entitled, “Soil Capa- 
biiity for Agriculture”. 

Deiineation No.: 213 

Soil Association: 
NcYk (Naicam-Yorkton) 

Soil Map Unit No.: 11 

Surface Texture: 
SlopeClass: 3 CI-1 
(2-5% SIOF) (Clay loam to loam) 

SurfaceForm: u 
(undulating ) 
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to combine smail areas of several soils into a larger area 
These larger areas are represented on the map byamap 
unit that identifies the kinds and distribution of the compo- 
nent soil profiles. 

The soi1 association is used to show the relationship 
between map units that have formed on a similar 
geological deposit within a particular soil zone. The Oxbow 
Association, for instance, is the name given to a group of soi1 
profiles formed on loamy glacial till occurring in the black 
soil zone. The various map uni& of the Oxbow Association 
reflect variations in the kind and distribution of Oxbow mils 
from one ara to the next. 

Where two geological deposits occur within a deline- 
ated area on the map, two associations are used. As an 
example,Meota-Oxbow isthename given to a group of 
mils of the Meota and Oxbow soi1 associations. DBerent 
map units ofthiscomplexareusedtoreflectvariationsin the 
kind and disiribution of Meota and Oxbow soils from one 
area to the next. As an exception, areas in which several 
geological deposits occur in a somewhat chaotic and 
unpredictable pattem throughout the landscape are often 
given a single association name. For example, Keppel is the 
name given to soils formed in a highly complex mixtureof 
loamy glacial till, silty water-modified glacial till and silty 
glaciolacustrine materiais. 

It is possible also to find soils reflecting the character- 
isticsof two soil zones within a localarea. Underthese 
circumstances, two associations are used to reflect these 
different soii properties. For example, Blackand DarkGray 
soils that occur together are mapped in the Oxbow-white- 
wood complex, the Oxbow refemng to the Black soiisand 
Whitewood to the Dark Gray soils. 

The soil map, then, attempts to portray the kinds and 
distribution of various soil profiles throughout the munici- 
pality. The symbols on the map identify the soil map unit, 
the soil texture, the slope class and surface form. The map 
legend provides a brief description of these features. More 
complete descriptions of individual soil associations and 
their component soil types are provided in the Description of 
Soils section of the report. The types of geological deposits 
which comprise the parent materials of the various soil 
associations, the surface forms or shape of the land, and the 
mil’s surface texture are described below. 

2. INTRODUCTION TO 
SOILS 

The nature and agriculturaily important properties of 
the soiis of the ara are described in succeeding sections 
ofthisreport. The present section, largely adapteü from 
H.C. Moss, in A Guide tounderstanding Saskatchewan 
Soils, deais mainly with features cornmon to most prairie 
soiis. 

2.1 THE SOIL PROFILE 

A soil is a natural body that OcCupies a relatively thin 
section (usuaiiy less than a meter) of the earth’s surface and 
consists of several layers or horizons which differ in 
appearance and composition from the underlying material. 
Its formation from the original geological deposit involves 
various physicai, chemicai and biologicai processes which 
resuit in the formation of individuai layers or horizons, 
extending from the surface downwards, that have specific 
characteristics. The whole succession of layers down to 
and including the original geological deposit is called the 
soi1 profile. Each individual layer is called a soil horizon. 
A particular mil is recognized and separated from other 
soiis by identifying the various layers or horizons which 
makeup itsprofile. Therecognitionofsoil profilesformsthe 
basis of soil classification and mapping. 

The soiis of Saskatchewan are classified according to 
anational system of soil classification and the names given 
to the mils are derived, in part, from this system. For 
example, an orthic profile is a soil whose characteristics are 
defined as an Orthic Chemozemic soil of the National 
system. 

In profiles of mineral soiis, three main horizons are 
recognized. From the surface downward, these are desig- 
nated by the letters A, B, and C. The A horizon forms al1 or 
part of the surface mil. It may be dark colored representing 
an accumulation of humus, or it may be a light-colored 
horizon from which clay, humus and other materiais have 
been removed The B horizon occurs immediately below the 
A horizon. It may have an accumulation of Clay and may have 
been altered to give a change in color or structure. The C 
horizon occupies the lower portion of the soil profile and 
usuaily represents the parent material. It is relatively unaf- 
fected by soil forming processes operative in the A and B 
horizons. 

2.2 THE SOIL MAP 

Ideally, the area represented by each soil profile should 
be shown on the map. This, however, is only possible where 
large, uniform aras of a single soil occur, or in detailed soil 
surveys where small areas can be sepmted on the map. 
Since, on the semi-detailed maps, it is rarely possible to 
delineate areas of a single soil, it is almost aiways necessary 

2.3 SURFACE DEPOSITS 

Alluvial Deposits - Alluvial deposits are materiaIs 
laid down by streams and rivers, in vailey bottoms and 
collection basins, since glaciation. These deposits are süati- 
fied and often contain beds or layers that are oblique to the 
main planes of stratification, indicative of their river or 
Stream origin. 

Eolian Deposits - Eoiian deposits are sandy or silty 
deposits that havebeen moved and redeposited by the wind, 
often in the form of Sand dunes or silty loessial veneers or 
blankets. Eolian deposits are well-sorted, poorly compacted 
and may contain beds or layers. 
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Fluvial Deposiîs - Fluvial deposits are materials laid 
down in rivers and streams carrying glacial meltwater. 
They are usualiy sandy Or gTavellY and, like the alluvial 

inclined or oblique to the main planes of stratification. These 
deposits are USdlY thick but mal' be thh, like a vener, and 
underlainby glacial till. Materials laiddown indirectconiact 
with the giacier are termed glacwfluvial. 

2.4 SURFACE FORMS 

Aprons and Fans - A fan is a gently sioping fan- 

d o m  
ravine. A series of 

depsi& desCribed above* may contain beds orlaYers bat are shaped ara, usually E c d g  at the base of a Valley wdl, 
resulting fmm the accumulation of =dimen& 
by a demnding b o u g h  a 
adjacent, coalescing fans is called an apmn. 

Hummocky - Landscapes with a complex pattern of 

als laid down in a glacial lake* depits are Often knolls to s o m e w h  rounded depressions or kettles art? 
smtifkdandcharacterized by dark- and lightalored beds termed hummocky. They are called hummucky dissecfed 
or layen reflecting WIImer winter depositional cycles where shdlow plfies join One 1 0 ~  orketde to the next 
in a glacial lake. LaCuSmne d e p i t s  U S d Y  have a high and hummucky gullied where numerous, paralle1 or 
content of very fme Sand-, siit- or ciay-shed particles. subpmllel, nmow intemiPt the hummmky 
Those dominated by Sand-sizedparticles are tmned IUUmy fatUres of the hdscape. kcasiondly, areas have a 

particles are termed si@ and clayey lucustnne, respec- hummcky-aged. 
tively. They are usually thick but may be thin, like a veneer, 
and underlain by glacial till or gravel. Materials laiddown in Inclined 
close contact with the glacier are termed glacwlacustnne one directiononlyaecalled inclin& s ~ l o w  @llieS 
deposits. mur along the slope, the areas are called inclined 

dissecte4 where a series of parallel o r s u b p d e l ,  deep 
deposits, Often F- gullies or ravines occur, they are called inclined gullied. 

ferred to as glacial till, are materials laid down by the glacial 

gravels embedded in a mamx of Sand-, siit- and ciay-sized sloping of 
materials. When this matrix contains nearly q u a 1  amounts and where the level is broken by 
of m d ,  sdt and Clay they are calkd loamY murainazdeposits- abndoned river channels hey are cailed levez channelled. When there is a preponderance of Sand or silt, they are 
referred to as sandy murainul or silo morainal deposits, Ridged - Landscapes that have a linearpattem, usually 
res~t ively.  usually* there are fewer of short and straight paralle1 ridges but sometimes a single, 

types. Morainal deposits characterized by an abundance of ridgd. 
surface Stones are cailed Oouldery murainal deposits. 

Organic DePosi' - OrganiC dePosi' are 

Lacustrine DePosi6 - Lacustrine deposits are materi- genedly short, s t e p  slopes extendmg fmm prominent 

&CIlSh'ihe whiie t h O s  dominated by Sik- and Chy-Shed cornplex of *dgd and hummEky fames. mey are cdled 

Landscapes in which the gened siope is 

- 
ice. deposits are generailY comprised Of and Level bndscapes that are flat or have very gendy 

are said to be level. N~~~ flood 

and 
prmnt in S i b  morainal depsi& than in smdy Or loamY sinuous ndge or a series of interwting ridgs are Ermed 

Roiling-Landscapes that are characterized by a se- 
quence of long (often l ,6 km or greater), moderate to smng 

laid down by the aC%umulation Of plant remahS. ney are 
generallY 40 cm cornPrid Of either 

slopes extending from rounded, sometimes confmed dePres- 
siens to broad, round& bolls, that h p m  a wave-like or @mter and 

the Of moSSeS Or &ges and grasses and Often have pattern to the land surface are called rolling. They are called 
inclusions of woody materials. When the organic materials dhsec*ed ,.olling where shdlow gdlies join one low - or 
are largely undecomposed, so that there is a large amount kettle to the next. 
of well-preserved fiber that is readily identifiable as to 
botanical origin, they are called f43ric organic deposits. 
When the organic materiais are in an intermediate stage of 
decomposition, so that there is an intermediate amount of 
fiber that is identifiable as tobotanical origin, they are cailed 
mesic urganic deposits. Highiy decomposed materiais, 
which have a small amount of fiber that can be identified as 
to botanical origin, are called humic organic deposits. 

Terraced - Areas, usually along a Valley, that have a 
and a horizontal or gently inclined steep, scafp 

it are called temd 

Undulating - Landscapes that are characteriZed by a 
sequence of gentle slopes extending from srnooh ds to 
gentle hollows, that impart a wavelike pattern to the land 
surface are called undulating. Where shallow gullies extend 
from one low ara to the next in landscapes they are 
cailed undularing dissected and where the undulating SUT- 
face is broken by abandoned river channels they are Cded 
unduhbng channelkd. 

Undifferentiated Deposiîs - Areas where the origin 
Of the for the p q s e  Of mapping been 
vifid are termed undifferentiated deposits. 
deposits, usualiy consisting of several materiais (morainal, 
fluvial, lacustrine, or others) occur in aras of steeply 
sloping land such as coulees and Valley sides. 



2.5 SURFACE TEXTURE 

Mineral soil is a mixture of various-shed mineral parti- 
cles, decaying organic matter, air and water. The mineral 
particles, exclusive of Stones and p v e l ,  may begrouped into 
three particle-size fractions: sands (soil particles between 
0.05 and 2 mm in diameter), silts (soii particles between 
0.002 and 0.05 mm in diameter), and clays (soil particles less 
than 0.002 mm in diameter). The relative proportions of 
these particle-size fiactions in a soil determine its texture. 
The textural triangle (Figure 2) is used to illustrate the 
proportion of sand, silt and clay in the main textural classes. 
The vertical axis is percent Clay, the horizontal mis is percent 
sand, whiie the remainder of each ciass is percent silt. Thus, 
when sand is dominant, it yields a sandy- or coarse-textured 
mil, whereas a fine-textured mil is made up largely of silt and 
&y. The texms“1ight” and “heavy” are often used to refer 
to sandy- and clayey-textured mils respectively, .and are 
actuaiiyameasureofthepowerrequiredtotillthesoil. These 
terms have nothing to do with the actual weight of mil, as a 
given volume of dry Sand actuaily weighs slightiy more than 
that of Clay. 

Table 1. Soi1 texture classes. 

Coarse-Textured 
gs Gravellysand 
S Sand 
fs Fine Sand 
gls Graveliy loamy sand 
1s Loamysand 
Ifs Loamyfinesand 

Moderately Coarse-Textured 
gsl Graveliy sandy loam 
gl Gravellyloam 
sl Sandyloam 
fl Fine sandy loam 
vl Very fine sandy loam 

scl Sandy Clay loam 
fcl Fine sandy clay loam 
vcl 

Medium-Textured 

Very fine sandy Clay loam 
1 Loam 

Moderately Fine-Textured 
si1 Silt loam 

sic1 Silty clay loam 
cl Clay loam 

c Clay 
sic Silty clay 
hc Heavyclay 

O ûrganic 
U Unclassified 

Fine-Textured 

Miscellaneous 
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Textural class names such as sandy loam, Clay l a ,  
heavy clay, etc., are given to soils based upon the reiative 
proportions of sand, silt and clay. Three broad, fundamenial 
textural groups are recognized: sands, loams and ciays. 

SANDS - The sand group includes soils in which the sand 
particles make up at least 70% of the material by weight. 
Two main classes are recognized: sand and loamy sand. 
San& are further broken down into different sand sizes 
such as fine sand or coarse sand. A description of these 
is found under “Sand” in the glossary. 

LOAMS -The loam group is intermediate in texture be- 
tween the coarse-textured sands and the fine-textured 
clays, and these soils usually contain a signifiant pro- 
portion of each particle-size fraction. Ciass names 
include: sandy loam, silt loam, silty clay loam, sandy 
clay loam, clay loam and loam. 

CLAYS - The clay group includes mils that contain at least 
35% Clay-six particles, and in most cases, more than 
40%. Class names are : sandy clay, silty Clay, clay and 
heavy clay. Soils of this group are often referred to as 
“gumbo’’. 

Table 1 lists the surface textures and symbols that may 
be used in this report, grouped into particle-size categories. 
The miscellaneous catergory contains two non-texture en- 
tries. The “O” or organic soil texture class is used for organic 
soils. By definition, these mils do not contain any mineral 
component and, therefore, do not have a surface texture as 
defined and described above. The symbol “O” merely iden- 
tifies the surface as being organic. The “U“ or unclassified 
class is used for areas in which surface texture has not been 
detexmined. These include areas that have been greatly 
altered (such as grave1 pits or mines), most wetlands and 
lakes, areas that have not been examined (such as towns and 
cities), and areas of extremely variable texture (such as some 
Hillwash or Runway delineations). 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF 
SOILS 

Alluvium mils are a mixture of soils formed in variable- 
textured alluvial materials, associated with stream flood 
plains and drainage channels. These soils have formed in 
materiais derived from a variety of sources and thus vary 
markediy in color, texture, and composition. Surface tex- 
tures range fmm Sand to clay. 

Alluvium mils are usuaiiy Stone fke, but may be under- 
lain by stony deposits. Eroded stream beds within Alluvium 
areas, for example, may be very stony. Aliuvium soils 
usually occur on level or undulating landscapes with very 
genùe to gentle slopes. 

Alluvium soils occur in complex with soils of other 
associations and, in most of these complexes, the Alluvium 
soils occur on the lower slopes in the landscape. 

Kin& of Alluvium Soils 

Orthic Alluvium - The orthic AUuvium mil can occur 
on al1 slope positions in some landscapes, especiaily in arw 
of coarse-textured materials and good drainage. It is a well- 
drained soil characterized by adark-colored A horizon, 10 to 
20 cm thick, underiain by a brown B horizon and a iight- 
colored, calcareous C horizon. 

Gleyed Orthic Alluvium - Thegleyedorthic Alluvium 
soil usuaiiy occurs on mid- and lower slopes. It is a moder- 
ately well- to imperfextiy drained soil characterized by a 
dark-colored A horizon, underlain by B and C horizons that 
often haveduli colors and reddish spots and stains, indicative 
of restricted soil drainage. 

Calcareous Alluvium - The calcareous Alluvium soil 
can occur on all slope positions in some landmpes, particu- 
larly in areas of fmer-textured materials. It is a weil-drained 
soi1 characterized by a dark-colored, usually caicareous A 
horizon, 10 to 20 cm thick, underlain by a thin, brownish- 
colored, calcareous B horizon or a light-colored, calcareous 
C horizon. 

Carbonated Alluvium - Thecarhnated Aliuvium soil 
occurs on lower slopes, surrounding poorly drained depres- 
sions and abandoned stream meanders; however, it can occur 
on ail slope positions in some landscapes. This soil is 
affected to varying degrees by imperfect soi1 drainage and, 
often, by thepresenceof soluble salts within therooting zone. 
It ischaracterized by a highly calcareous A horizon underlain 
by a highly c a i m u s  B or C horizon. The B and C horizons 
often have drab colors and reddish spots and stains, indica- 
tive of imperfect soil drainage. 

Saline Alluvium - The saline Alluvium soil occurs on 
lower slopes, often associated with poorly drained depres- 
sions and abandoned stream meanders; however, it can occur 
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on all siope positions in Mme landscapes. It is chatacterized 
by the presence of soluble salis, usually within 50 cm of the 
surface. The salts mur as a white surface crust or as small, 
white specks within the soil, although salts may not always 
be visible. Duli colors and reddish spots and stains, indica- 
tive of imperfect soil drainage, are often present in the 
subsoil. It frequentiy occurs intennked with carhnated 
Alluvium soils. 

Poorly Drained Alluvium - Poorly drained AlluVium 
soils represent a variety of wet soils. They occurin undrained 
depressional areas that are subject to flooding and in un- 
drained afeas associated with abandoned stream meanders. 
They often have thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab 
subsurface colors that are dotted with reddish spots and 
streaks. Some of these mils have a very light-gray leached 
horizon below the dark A horizon. Peaty poorly drained 
Alluvium soils have a iayer of peaty material, 15 to 40 cm 
thick, overlying mineral materials. They are generaily wet 
for all or a signifîcant portion of the growing season and are 
often flooded. Most poorly drained Alluvium mils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. In 
some areas, these soils may be saline and/or Carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of‘ Alluvium Soils 

The agricultural capability of Alluvium mils ranges 
from ciass 2, good agricultural soils, to class 7, soils with no 
capability for arable agriculture or permanent Pasture. This 
wide range in agriculnual capability is mainly the result of 
varying degrees of salinity and excess wetness. Where 
saiinity and wetness are not a problem and where the soil 
texture provides an adequate water-holding capacity, they 
are often good agriculturai soils. Ailuvium soils may be 
downrated basedon other soil and landscape limitations (i.e. 
Stones, topogmphy, flooding, erosion, etc.) that are peculiar 
to individuai delineations. Ratings for each delineation are 
listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the 
Interpetive Data Tables section of this report. 

Alluvium mils generaily have a moderate amount of 
organic matter in the A horizon, resulting in reasonable 
fertiiity and good tilth. Because of the association of these 
soils with lower portions of the landscape and their occur- 
rence in narrow bands in vailey bottoms, wind erosion is not 
usuaily a serious problem. They are, however, susceptible to 
water erosion and to flooding because of their association 
with low landscape positions and drainage channels which 
receive runoff water in the spring or during periods of intense 
rainfall. They usually occur on favorable topography but 
areas are often small and irregular and cut by erosion chan- 
nels, making cultivation difficult or impractical. 

Stones are not generaily a problem, however, annuai 
clearing may be required aiong eroded s t r m  beds. Areas 
dominated by saline or poorly drained Alluvium mils gener- 
aily have little potential for crop land and are suitable mainly 
for forage production orpasture. If drainage can be improved 
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and if salinity and accessibility do not pose serious limita- 
tions, some of these areas can be brought into agriculturai 
production. 

Bredenbury mils are Thick Black soiis that have formed 
in loamy lacustrine materials in moist areas of the Black soil 
zone, where soiis with thicker-than-normal surface horizons 
have formed. These soils are distinguished from Hamlin 
mils (thin Black mils formed in loamy lacustrine materials) 
by having a surface horizon that is greater than 20 cm thick. 
Surface textures range from sandy loam to loam. 

Bredenbury soils are usuaiiy Stone free. However, some 
Stones may occur where the lacustrine materials are shallow 
(less than 1 m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel, or 
where the lacustrine materials occur in complex with glacial 
till or gravel. Bredenbury soils usually occur on undulating 
landscapes with very gentle to gentie slopes, however, they 
can also mur on hummocky iandscapes with gentie to 
moderate slopes, particularly where they mur in complex 
with soiis formed in glacial till. 

The Bredenbury soiis frequently occur in complex with 
mils of other associations. In most of these complexes, the 
Bredenbury mils occur on the mid-and lower slopes. 

Kinds of Bredenbury Soils 

Orthic Bredenbury - The orthic Bredenbury soil oc- 
curs on mid- and lower slopes, however, it can extend onto 
upper slopes in some landscapes. It is a weli-drained soil 
characterized by a black A horizon, 21 to 33 cm thick, 
underlain by a brownish B horizon and a grayish-brown, 
moderately calcarmus C horizon. 

Calcareous Bredenbury - The calcareous Bredenbury 
soil OCCLUS on mid-and upper slopes, however, it can extend 
onto lower slopes in some landscapes. It is a well-drained 
soil characterized by a black, often calcarmus A horizon, 20 
to 34 cm thick, which is usually underlain by a thin, brown- 
ishcolored,calcarmusB horizon,overlying agrayish-brown, 
moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Agricultural Properties of Bredenbury Soils 

The best Bredenbury mils are those with a loam to very 
fine sandy loam surface texture. These soiis have an agricul- 
t d  capability rating of ciass 2 (good); a moderate moisture 
deficit, imparted by a moderate water-holding capacity and 
ihe subhumid regional climate, is their main limitation. 
Bredenbury mils with sandy loam to fine sandy loam surface 
textures have been rated as capability class 3 (fair) due 
primarily to their lower water-holding capacity. Aithough 
many of the Bredenbury soiis have few agriculturai limita- 
tions, some have been downrated based on other soil and 
landscape limitations (i.e. salinity, topography, wetness, 

each delineation are iisted under the heading “Agriculairal 
Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this 
report. 

Most Bredenbury soils have a moderately high organic 
maaer content in the A horizon, resulting in soils of reason- 
ably good tilth. They are reasonably fertile mils, although 
additions of phosphorus and nitrogen are usually required to 
obtain optimum yields. Bredenbury soils have a weak to 
moderate cloddy structure that breaks to fine granular and 
single grain, making them moderately susceptible to wind 
erosion. Relatively high infiltration rates, coupled with very 
gentie M moderate slopes, result in a relatively low suscep- 
tibiiity M water erosion. It is recommended that soil conser- 
vation practices, such as maintenanceofcropresidues through 
reduced tiiiage or leaving stubble standing, inclusions of 
forages in crop rotations and shelterbelts, be utilized wher- 
ever possible to control soil erosion and maintain or enhance 
soil organic matter content and aggregate stabiiity. Stones 
are not generaily aproblem, however, periodic clearing may 
be required where the lacustrine materials are shailow (less 
than 1 m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. 

Glenbush soils are Dark Gray mils that have formed in 
graveily fluvial materials, in areas of mixed grassiand and 
forest, where wooded vegetation has had some influence on 
soil formation. Surface textures usuaily range from loamy 
sand to sandy loam or loam. Gravelly phases of these 
textures ais0 occur in some areas. 

These mils are usually slightly to moderately stony, 
however, stoniness can be more severe, especially in areas 
where the gravelly parent materiais are shallow (less than 1 
m thick) and overlie glacial till. Glenbush soils are often 
associated with hummocky landscapes having gentie to 
moderate slopes. Unduiating landscapes with very gentle to 
gentle slopes and hummocky landscapes with suong or steep 
slopes are also cornmon in some areas. 

Glenbush soils frequently occur in complex with mils of 
other associations. In many areas of these complexes, the 
Glenbush mils occur randomly throughout the landscape, 
whereas in other areas, they m u r  in a more regular pattern, 
often occupying the upper slopes and knolls. 

Kinds of Glenbush Soils 

Orthic Glenbush - The orthic Glenbush soil occurs on 
al1 slope positions, provided there is adequate drainage and 
no erosion. It is a weli- to rapidly drained soil with a dark 
gray-colored A horizon, 10 to 17 cm thick, underlain by a 
brownish-colored B horizon of variable thickness which 
overlies a grayish-colored, weakly calcareous C horizon. 

Calcareous Glenbush - The caicareous Glenbush soil 
occurs on locaily dry upper slopes and laiolls, where runoff 
reduces the amount of water entering the soil. This results in 
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etc.) that are peculiar to individuai delineations. Ratings for a relatively thin soil with less organic matter than the sur- 



rounding Glenbush mils. It is characterized by a thin, often 
calcareous A horizon and a thin, c a l c m s  B horizon. 

Eroded Glenbush - The eroded Glenbush soil occurs 
on upper slopes and knolls. It is a well- to rapidly drained soii 
that has had part or almost ail of its topsoil removed by 
erosion. This results in a light grayish-colored surface often 
lighter in color than the surroundhg Glenbush soils. 

Peaty Poorly Drained Soiis - Peaty poorly drained 
mils occur mainly in sloughs and low lying depressional 
areas. They are characterized by a shaiiow layer of peaty 
material, fkom 15-40 cm thick, that overlies a dark-colored A 
horizon. Theunderlying horizons havedrabcolors that often 
include reddish spots and stains, indicative of forniafion 
under poorly drained conditions. When the organic materiai 
is primariiy fibric peat, the organic layer may be up to 60 cm 
thick, Unless artificially dtained, most of these soiis are 
frequently wet for ail or a signifiant portion of the growing 
season and are often flooded. 

Agricultural Properties of Glenbush %ils 

The Glenbush soiis are fair agricultural soils of capabil- 
ity ciass 3. Their loam to sandy loam textures, coupled with 
a gravelly subsoil, result in a low water-holding capacity. 
The coarser-textured Glenbush soils, those with gravelly 
sandy loam or loamy sand surface textures, are considered to 
be poor agriculturai soils of capability ciass 4. These .mils 
may be downrated further based on other soii and landscape 
limitations (i.e. salinity, topography, Stones, etc.) that are 
peculiar to an individual delineation. For example, Glenbush 
soils occurring in eroded channels may be so stony that 
extensive clearing may be required before they can be 
cultivated. These soils are usually rated as capability class 5. 
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading 
“Agricultural Capabiiity” in the Interpretive Data Tables 
section of this report. 

Glenbush soils generally have a moderate amount of 
organic matter in the A horizon but, nevertheless, tend to be 
relatively infertile. In addition to applications of nitrogen 
and phosphom, additions of potassium and sulphur may 
benefit some crops. These soiis have a moderate to high 
susceptibiiity to wind erosion due to their sandy nature. Soil 
conservation practices, such as maintenance of crop residues 
through reduced tiilage or leaving stubble standing, strip 
cropping and shelterbelts, should be used to provide depend- 
able protection from wind erosion. Frequent inclusion of 
forages in crop rotations will help to maintain or enhance the 
organic matter content as well as provide protection from 
erosion. 

Glenbush soils vary from slightly to moderately stony, 
often rquiring periodic stone removal. 

Hillwash soils are formed in various deposits associated 
with the steep and eroding sides of escarpments and valleys 
of rivers, creeks and mbutaries. They area group of shallow , 
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e d e d  and weakly developed soils. Surface textures and 
amounts of stone are extremely variable because of the 
variable nature of the parent material and the association of 
these mils with steeply sloping, eroded landscapes. 

Agricultural Properties of Hillwash Soils 

Hiiiwash soils are primarily nonarable due to the nature 
of the landscape on which they mur. S teepness of dope and 
susceptibility to erosion are the main limitations. They do, 
however, have some value as Pasture land, depending upon 
steepness of slopes, density of tree cover and availabüity of 
water. Ratings for each delineation are listed under the 
heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data 
Tables section of this report. 

Mmta soils are Black mils that have formed in sandy 
fluvial materials. Surface textures range from very fine 
sandy loam to loamy sand. 

Meota soils are usually Stone free, however, some Stones 
may occur where the sandy deposits are shallow (less than 1 
m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. Meota mils 
frequently occur on undulating landscapes with very gentle 
to gentle slopes, but in some areas, these soils commonly 
occur on hummocky landscapes with gentle to moderate 
slopes. 

Meota soils frquently mur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Meoia 
mils tend to occupy the mid- and lower slope positions. 
However, in complex with thick sandy soils or some of the 
Dark Gray soils, the Meota soils often occur on upper siope 
positions. In other complexes, the Meota soils may occur 
randomly throughout the landscape. 

Kinds of Meota Soiis 

Orthic Meota - The orthic Meota soi1 usually occupies 
mid- and upper slope positions in most Meoia landscapes. It 
is a well- to rapidly drained soil characterized by a black A 
horizon, 11 to 17 cm thick, underlain by a brownish B 
horizon and a light-brown, weakly calcareous C horizon. 

Eroded Meota - The eroded Meota soil, as the name 
implies, is a soil whose topsoil has been partially or totally 
removed by wind erosion. It occurs most often on up@r 
slopes and knolls, but can mur almost anywhere in the 
landscape. It can be easily recognized in cultivated fields by 
its light-brown surface color, as compared to the darker- 
colored Mmta soils on mid- and lower slopes. 

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and 
low-lying depressional areas. They mur in areas that collect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remah 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
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include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these mils are not 
cuitivated unless drained, aithough some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline andor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Meota Soik 

The best Meota soils, those with very fine sandy loam 
surface textures, are good agricultural soils of capability 
class 2; a moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the sub- 
humid regional climate and a moderate water-holding capac- 
ity, is their main limitation. Most Meota soils, however, have 
f i e  sandy loam to sandy loam surface textures, and are only 
fair agriculturai soils of capabiiity class 3; a low water- 
holding capacity is their main limitation. Ma ta  soils with 
coarser textures (loamy sands) have an even lower water- 
holding capacity and are more droughty. These soils are 
considered to be poor agricultural soils of capability class 4. 
Meotasoilsmaybefurtherdownratedbasedonothersoiland 
landscape limitations (Le. saiinity, topography, wetness, 
etc.) that are peculiar to individuai delineations. For exam- 
ple, Meota soils that have been severely eroded may be rated 
as capability class 4 or 5,  depending on the severity of the 
erosion and its effect on crop production. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “Agricuitural Capa- 
bility” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

The moderate organic matter content of these soils, 
coupled with their sandy textures, results in mils of low 
fertilitythatarenoteasilykept ingoodtiith. Thepotentialfor 
wind erosion is high on most Meota soils due to their sandy 
nature and weak structure, which makes it difficult to keep a 
rough surface that is resistant to wind erosion. Management 
practices that maintain atrash cover and maintain or increase 
the organic matter content of these soils are recommended. 
Such practices include reduction of tillage, leaving stubble 
standing, frequent inclusion of forages in crop rotations and 
addition of manure. Water erosion is generally nota problem 
because of their high infiltration rates. Likewise, Stones are 
seldom a problem on these mils. 

Moss peat soils are Organic mils that have formed in 
accumulations of vegetativematerials, primarily masses and 
forest vegetation. These partiy decomposed plant residues 
have accumulated in wet lowland areas. These areas are 
usuaily treed with white spruce, black spruce, or tamarack. 
The ground cover is mainly composed of various types of 
mosses but may include other herbaceous plants and shrubs. 
The deposits are usualiy less than 2 m thick, but greater than 
0.6 m thick, with the thickest portion occurring towards the 
center of the area. The surface is generaily level with strong, 
hummocky microrelief. 

The Moss Peat soils may occur in complex with other 
organic and mineral soil associations. In complexes with 

Sedge Peat mils, Moss Peat mils occur on the higher land- 
sape positions. in complexes with mineral soils, Moss Peai 
mils tLpicaliy occur on the lower landscape positions. 

Kin& of Moss Peat Soils 

Fibric Moss Peat - The fibric Moss Peat soil is charac- 
retizedbyanaccumulationofrelativelyundecomposedplant 
residues that are denved from the accumulation of mosses. 
Decompositionof this matenal has been limitedand residues 
are readily identifiable as to their origin. 

Mesic Moss Peat - The mesic Moss Peat soil is charac- 
tenzed by an accumulation of moderately decomposed plant 
residues thaf are derived mainly from the accumulation of 
mosses. Decomposition of this material has occurred to a 
moderate extent, such that plant residues are difficult to 
identify as to their origin. 

Agricultural Properties of Moss Peat Soils 

Moss Peat soils are not classified for agricultural Capa- 
bility unless they are being used for agricultural purposes. 
The rating for each delineation is listed under the heading 
“Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables 
section of this report. Areas that are not classified are given 
the symbol o. 

Moss Peat mils are usually very wet and in their natural 
state, are suitable only for native grazing, or foresûy pur- 
poses if treed. If these areas are to be developed for agricul- 
tural use, they will require drainage and, usually, clearing 
before breaking. At best, most of these efforts only result in 
poor agriculturai mils. Due to their location in depressional 
areas, these mils are susceptible to cold air drainage and, 
consequentiy, to late spring and early fall frosts. The organic 
mat is an excellent insulator and, thus, these soils are also 
slow to warm up in the spring. This may delay crop 
development and shorten the growing Season to the extent 
that cropsmay not have sufficient time to mature. Also, once 
the vegetative mat isdisturbed by cultivation and the surface 
dries, these soiis become very susceptible to wind erosion. If 
drainage is provided, the growing of perennial forage crops 
may be more feasible than annual cropping. However, 
considering the cost of drainage and clearing of these lands, 
the possible requirement of specialized agricultural equip- 
ment., and the potential need for soil amendments such as 
fertilizer and lime, it may not be economically feasible to 
grow annuai crops on these soils. 

Meadow mils are Poorly Drained mils that have formed 
in variable-textured alluvial sedimenis typically associated 
with low-lying depressional basins. Surface textures are 
variable but usuaiiy range from loam to Clay. 

Meadow mils are usually Stone free, although some 
Stones may occur where the alluvial materials are shallow 
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(less than 1 m thick) and underlain by glacial till. Meadow 
soiis usuaiiy occur on nearly level to very gently sloping 

Meadow mils may occur in complex with soils of other 
associations. If they are in complex with organic soils, they 
usually occur on upper slope positions or along the margins 
of the organic deposit. ûccasionaliy, Meadow soils may 
occur in complex with well-drained soils. In these cases, the 
Meadow soils occur in lower landscape positions. 

- landscapes. 

- 

Kin& of Meadow Soiis 

Poorly Drained Meadow - Thepoorly drained Meadow 
mils occur in depressional areas that are subject to flooding. 
They are wet for al1 or a significant portion of the growing 
season. They may have a relatively thick, darkxolored A 
horizon and drab-colored B and C horizons that are dotted 
withreddish spotsandstreaks. Theweakiydevelopedpoorly 
drained soil has a thinner A horizon directly overlying the C 
horizon. In some areas, the poorly drained soils are almost 
entirely carhnated. In these areas, they have a highly 
calcareous A horizon underlain by a highly calcareous B or 
C horizon. Peaty poorly drained Meadow soils are covered 
by a shallow layer of peaty material, from 15 to 40 cm thick. 
Where the organic materiai is primarily fibric peat, the 
organic layer may be up to 60 cm thick. In some cases, the 
poorly drained mils are also saline. In these areas, soluble 
salts are usually present within 50 cm of the surface. Saline 
poorly drained mils often occur interrnixed with carbonated 
poorly drained soils. 

Agricultural Properties of Meadow Soiis 

Meadow soils are fair to nonarable agricultural mils of 
capability classes 3 to 6. The wide range in agricultural 
capability is mainly a result of varying degrees of wetness 
and salinity. Many of these soils are wet for ail or a 
significant portion of the growing season, thus limiting their 
use for arable agriculture. Improved drainage, however, has 
permitted cultivation in some areas and may result in fair 
agriculturai soils. While textures vary, they usuaily range 
from loam to clay; consequently, water-holding capacity i s  
often adequate. The organic matter content of the surface 
horizon is usuaily high, resulting in reasonable fertility and 
good tilth. Stones are rarely a problem in Meadow soils. 
Because of the association of these soils with lowerportions 
of the iandscape, wind erosion is nota serious problem. On 
the other hand, they do receive runoff water in the spring or 
during periods of intense rainfall and, consequently, are 
susceptible to water emsion and to flooding. Areas with 
peaty surfaces and saline poorly drained mils have little 
potential for arable agriculture and are best sui& for forage 
production orpasture. Rathgs for each delineation are listed 
under the heading “Agricuiturai Capability” in the Intexpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this repon 

Naicam soils are Thick Black soils that have formed in 
shallow (less than 1 m thick), highly calcareous, silty lacus- 
hine materials underlain by glacial till. These mils have a 
surface h&n greater than 20 cm thick. Surface textures 
are predominantly loam to clay loam but can range to silt 
loam and siity clay loam. 

Naicam soils are typically slightly stony to Stone free, 
but may be moderately stony in areas where the lacushine 
materiais are very shallow or where they occur in complex 
with glacial till OT gravel. Naicam mils are usuaily associated 
with undulating or undulating dissected landscapes with very 
gentle to gentle slopes, but also occur on hummocky iand- 
scapes with gentle to moderate slopes, parricularly where 
they mur in complex with soils formed in glacial till. 

Naicam mils frequently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Naicam 
mils occur on the mid- and lower slope positions. 

Kinds of Naicam Soiis 

OrthicNaicam - The OrthicNaicam soil occupies mid- 
to lower slope positions. It is a weli-drained soil character- 
ized by a black A horizon, 20 to 32 cm thick, underlain by a 
distinct, brownish-colored, lime-free B horizon and a gray- 
ish-colored, strongly calcarmus C horizon. 

Calcareous Naicam - The calcareous Naicam soii oc- 
curs mainly on upper slopes and knolls but may also occuron 
mid- and lower slope positions. It is a well-drained soil 
characterized by a black, often calcarmus A horizon, 22 to 34 
cm thick, which is usually underlain by a calcareous B 
horizon, overlying a grayish-colored, strongly calcareous C 
horizon. 

Poorly Drained Soiis - Pooriy drained mils represent a 
variety of wet mils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and 
low-lying depressional areas. They occur in areas that collect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
includereddish spots and streaks. Most of these soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline anaor carbonated 

Agricultural Properties of Naicam Soiis 

Naicam soils are very good agricultural mils with an 
agriculhual capabiiity rating of class 1. These soils may be 
downrated based on mil and landscape limitations (Le. 
salinity, topography, Stones, etc.) that are peculiar to indi- 
vidual delineations. They are often downrated to agricultural 
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capabiiity class 2 due to the accumulative effect of two or 
more adverse characteristics of the soil and landxape which 
singly, are not serious enwgh to affect the class rating. 
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading 
“Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables 
section of this report. 

Naicam soils are naturaily fertile due to their thick 
surface horizon and high organic matter content. They are 
low in available phosphorus and high in available potassium. 
C q s  grown on these soiis will respond to additions of 
nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers. Some soils may be 
highly alkaline, which may limit the yield of particular crops 
and the availability of some plant nutrients. 

Stones are seldom a problem on most Naicam soils, 
however, due to the presence of glacial tdl near the surface, 
occasional clearing may be required. Similarly, water ero- 
sion is nota serious problem, but can become serious during 
periods of intense rainfali due to the relatively low infiltra- 
tion rate of these soils. The potential for water erosion is 
greatest in areas with long slopes; management practices 
such as cultivation across slopes and grassing of runways 
should be foiiowed as much as possible. Wind erosion may 
be a problem in Naicam soils unless conservation practices 
are followed. Such practices include continuous cropping 
and the maintenance of crop residues through reduced tillage 
or leaving stubble standing. 

Nisbet soils are Dark Gray soils that have formed in 
sandy fluvial materials, in areas where wooded vegetation 
has had an influence on soil formation. Surface textures 
range from loamy Sand to sandy loam. 

Nisbet mils are usuaily Stone free, however, some Stones 
may occur where the sandy deposits are shallow (las than 1 
m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. These mils 
are typicaliy associated with hummocky landscapes having 
gentle and moderate slopes. Undulating landscapes with 
very gentle to gentle slopes occur less frequently. 

The Nisbet soils often occur in complex with mils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Nisbet 
mils mur on mid- and upper dope positions. However, in 
complexes with soils developed in glacial till, the Nisbet 
mils usually occur on the mid- and lower slope positions. 

Kinds of Nisbet Soils 

Orthic Nisbet - The orthic Nisbet soil can occupy ail 
slope positions in some landscapes. It is a Weil-drained mil 
îhat is characterized by a dark-gray A horizon, 11 to 22 cm 
thick, underlain by a brown-colored,lirne-free B horizon and 
a light-brown, weakiy caicarmus C horizon. 

Poorly Drained Soik - Poorly drained soils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of smali drainage channels and 
low-lying depressional areas. They occur in areas which 
collect runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usuaily 

remain wet for much of the growing season. They often have 
thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors 
that include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these soils are 
not cultivated unless drained, although some may become 
dry enwgh to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonate& 

Agricultural Properties of Nisbet Soils 

Nisbet mils with fine sandy loam and sandy loam 
surface textures are fair agricultural mils of capability class 
3 duepiimarilytotheirsandy nature. Theoccurrenceofthese 
mils in an area of more favorable precipitation compensates 
slightly for the low water-holding capacity. The coarser- 
texturedNisbet soils, those with loamy sand and sand surface 
textures, are considered to be poor agriculturai mils of 
capability class 4. Nisbet mils rnay be further downrated 
based on soil and iandscape limitations (i.e. salinity, wetness, 
topography, erosion, etc.) that are peculiar to individuai 
delineations. Limitations for each delineation are listed 
under the heading “Agricultural Capability” in the Interpre- 
tive Data Tables section of this r e p o ~  

The Nisbet soils have a low organic matter content 
which, combined with the sandy nature of this soil, results in 
one of the poorest agricultural mils in the Dark Gray soil 
zone. Fertilizer applications, particularly nitrogen and phos- 
phorus, can increase their productivity somewhat. In addi- 
tion, applications of potassium and sulphur may be requued 
for cemin crops. The potential for erosion is high on these 
mils because of their sandy texture, weak structure and low 
organic matter content, making it difficult to keep a cloddy 
surface that is resistant to wind erosion. It is recommended 
that soil conservation practices, such as maintenance of crop 
residues through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, 
frequent inclusion of forages in crop rotations, and shelter- 
bel& be utilized wherever possible to control soil erosion 
and maintain or enhance soil organic matter content and 
aggregate stability. Stones are generaily not a problem. 
Areas of poorly drained soils, especially those with peaty 
surfaces, often have little potential for arable agriculture and 
are best suited for forage production or Pasture. 

Oxbow soils are Black soils that have formed in loamy 
glacial till. Surface textures are predominantly loam but can 
fange from sandy loam to Clay loam. 

Oxbow soils are usually slightly to moderately stony, 
but some areas are very stony. Oxbow soils can mur on a 
variety of landscapes, but most commonly occur on unduiat- 
ing landscapes with very gentle to moderate slopes and on 
humrnocky landscapes with slopes ranging from gentle to 
moderate in some areas to steep in others. 

Oxbow mils frequently mur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Oxbow 
soiis occur on the mid- and upper slopes, however, in 



complex with Dark Brown or Dark Gray soils, they may 
occur on lower slopes. 

Kin& of Oxbow Soüs 
d 

Orthic Oxbow - The orthic Oxbow soil occurs on mid- 
slopes in most Oxbow landscapes, however, it may extend 
onto upper and lower slope positions in iandscapes with 
gentle slopes. It is a well-drained soil characterized by a 
black A horizon, 11 to 18 cm thick, underlain by a brownish 
B horizon and a grayish-colored, moderately calcarmus C 
horizon. 

Calcareous Oxbow - The dcareous Oxbow soil oc- 
curs on l d y  dry upper siopes and knolls where runoff 
reduces the amount of water entering the soil. This results in 
a thinner soil with less organic matter than the surrounding 
orihic Oxbow soils. It is characterized by a thin, usuaily 
caicareous A horizon, 10 to 16 cm thick, which is usuaily 
underlain by a thin, caicareous B horizon, overlying a gray- 
ishcolored, moderately caicareous C horizon. 

Eroded Oxbow - The eroded Oxbow soil, as the name 
impiies, is a soil whose topsoil has been partiaily or almost 
totally removed by erosion. It occurs on knolls and upper 
slopes and can be easily recognized in cultivated fields by its 
light-brown to grayish-colored surface. It occurs most often 
on hummocky landscapes with moderate to steep slopes and, 
in severely eroded areas, may occupy 30 percent or more of 
the landscape. 

Poorly Drained Soiis - Poorly drained soils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the boaom of small drainage channels and 
low-lying depressional areas. They mur in areas thatcollect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usuaily remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these mils are not 
cuitivated unless drained, aithough some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soiis 
have become saline andor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Oxbow Soiis 
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Most Oxbow soils have a moderate amount of organic 
matter in the A horizon resulting in reasonably fertile mils of 
good tilth. These soiis, however, are usuaily low in available 
phosphorus but high in availablepotassium. Cropsgrownon 
most Oxbow mils respond to additions of nitrogen and 
phosphorus fertiiizers. Oxbow soils range from slightly to 
very stony, hence, the number of clearing operations re- 
quired each year will vary considerably. 

Oxbow mils occur on a variety of landscapes. Where 
ihey occur on landscapes with very gentle to moderate 
slopes, they have a low susceptibility to wind and water 
erosion. However, it is not unusual for these soils tooccuron 
iandxapeswithsrrongtosteep slopes(sometimesdissected), 
in which case they will havea high to very high susceptibility 
to water erosion. Theeroded Oxbow soils on steep knolls and 
ridges have low nument reserves and are l d y  dry because 
of the rapid runoff associated with these slopes. Where 
Oxbow soils have undergone severe erosion or where they 
are very susceptible to erosion, it is recommended that soil 
conservation practices, such as maintenance of cropresidues 
through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing,grassing 
water mnways, cultivation across slopes and establishment 
of forages, be utilized to conirol soil erosion. 

Perley soils are Thick Black soils that have formed in 
sandy fluvial materials. They are distinguished €rom Meota 
soils by having a surface horizon that is greater than 20 cm 
thick. Surface textures range from very fine sandy loam to 
loamy sand. 

Perley soils are usuaily Stone free, however, some Stones 
may occur where the sandy deposits are shailow (less than 1 
m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. Perley soils 
frequently occur on very gently to gently undulating land- 
scapes, but in some areas, these soils commonly occur on 
hummocky landscapes with gentle to moderate slopes. 

Perley mils frequently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the Perley 
soils mur on the mid- and lower slope positions. 

Kinds of Perley Soils 

The best Oxbow soils are those with a Clay loam surface 
texture. They are very good agricultural soils of capability 
class 1. The more common Oxbow soiis, those with a loam 
surface texture, are good agriculturai soils of capability class 
2; a slight moisture deficit, imparted by the subhumid re- 
gional climate and a moderate water-holding capacity, is 
their main limitation. Oxbow soils with a sandy loam surface 
texture are fair agricultural soiis of capability class 3. Oxbow 
soils are often dowruated further based on other soi1 and 
landscape limitations (i.e. salinity, wetness, topography, 
Stones, erosion, etc.) that are peculiar to individual delinea- 
tions. Ratings for each delineation are iisted under the 
heading “Agriculturai Capability” in the Interpretive Data 
Tables section of this report. 

- 

- 

-- 

Orthic Periey - The orthic Perley soil usuaily occupies 
mid- and lower slopepositions in most Periey landscapes. Xt 
is a well- to rapidly drained soil with a black A horizon, 20 
to36cm thick,underlain by a brownishB horizon andalight- 
brown, weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Caicareous Periey - The caicareous Perley soil occurs 
on mid- and upper slopes and knolls in most Perley land- 
scapes, however, it can extend onto lower slopes in some 
landscapes. It is a well- to moderately well-drained soil with 
a black, usually calcarmus A horizon, 20 to 37 cm thick, 
underlain by a brownish-colored, calcareous B horizon and 
a light-brown, weakly to moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Eroded Perley - The eroded Perley mil, as the name 
implies, is a soil whose topsoil has been partially or totdly 
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removed by wind erosion. It occurs on upper slopes and is a 
weli-drained soil characterized by a dark-colored, usually 
calcareous A horizon, underiain by a brownish-colored B 
horizon and a light-brown, weakly to moderately calweous 
C horizon, The surface horizon showsevidence of erosion in 
that it is thinner anaor has a lighter color, as compared to the 
orihic Perley soil. 

Carbonated Perley - The carbonated Perley soil oc- 
c m  in low-lying depressional areas or on lower slope 
positions, o k n  smundingsloughs. Itisamodemly well- 
toimperfectly drained soil with a black, usually calcareous A 
horizon, 20 to 40 cm thick, underlain by a highly caicareous 
B or C horizon. The B and C horizons often have drab colors 
and reddish spots and stains, indicative of imperfect mil 
drainage. Salts are frequently present in the C horizon of 
c a r h ~ t e d  Perley soils. 

Saline Perley - The saline Perley soil usualiy occurs on 
lower slopes surrounding sloughs or poorly drained depres- 
sional areas, where the upward movement of subsurface 
water leads to the deposition of saits in upper horizons. It is 
characterized by the presence of soluble salts, usually within 
50 cm of the surface. The d t s  occur as a white surface crut 
or as small, white p k s  within the soil, although saits may 
not aiways be visible. Du11 colors and reddish spots and 
stains, indicative of imperfect soil drainage, are often present 
in the subsoil. It frequently occurs intermixed with the 
carbo~ted Perley soils. 

Poorly Drained Soiis - Poorly drained mils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They mur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and 
low-lying depressionai areas. They mur in areas that collect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
often include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these mils 
are not cultivated unless drained, aithough some may be- 
come dry enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged 
drought. Due to theirlocation in the landscqe, someof these 
soiis have h o m e  saline andor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Perley Soiis 

The best Perley soiis, particularly the typical or orthic 
Perley soiis with a very fine sandy loam surface texture, are 
rated as capability class 2; a moderate moisture deficit, 
imparted by the subhumid regionai climate and a moderate 
water-holding capacity, is their main limitation. Most Perley 
soils, however, have fme sandy loam to sandy loam surface 
textures, and are, at best, only fair agricultural soils of 
capability class 3. Their low water-holding capacity is their 
main limitation. Perley soils with coarser textures (loamy 
sands) are even more droughty and are considered to be poor 
agriculhuai soils of capability class 4. Perley mils may be 
furiher downrated based on other mil and landscape limita- 
tions (i.e. salinity, topography, wetness, etc.) that are p u -  
liar to an individual delineation. For example, Perley mils 

are downrated to class 4 or 5 if the potential for crop 
production is severely af€ected by salinity. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capa- 
biiity” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this repori. 

A moderaie to high organic matter content makes most 
Perley soils reasonably fertile, although additions of phos- 
p h m  and nitrogen are usually required to obtain optimum 
yields. Due to their sandy nature and weak smcture, these 
soils are often subject to wind erosion, particularly when the 
surface is not protected by a trash cover. Tillage practices 
that maintain a trash cover and management practices that 
maintain or increase the organic matter content wili help 
d u c e  this hazard. Water erosion is generaliy nota problem 
because of high infiltration rates. Likewise, Stones are 
seldom a problem on these soils. 

Porcupine Plain soils are Gray soils that have formed in 
silty lacustrine matenals, in areas where wooded vegetation 
has had a smng influence on soil formation. Soils that have 
formed under these conditions are usually strongly leached, 
resulting in low organic matter levels and, hence, a dark-gray 
to light gray-colored surface horizon upon cultivation. Sur- 
face textures are predominantly loam and silt loam but can 
range to silty Clay loam. 

Porcupine Plain soils are typically stone free. However, 
where these soils are shallow (less han 1 m thick) and 
underlain by gravel, a few pebbles may occur at depth or 
throughout the profile. In areas where these soils are under- 
lain by e d e d  tiil, large boulders may be present caushg a 
serious hindrance to cultivation. Porcupine Plain mils are 
usually associated with undulating or undulating dissected 
landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes, but ako occur 
on hummocky landscapes with gentle to strong slopes. 

Porcupine Plain mils frequently occur in complex with 
soils of other associations. In complexes with soils of sandy 
fluvial or loamy lacustrine origin, they often occur on the 
mid- to lower slopes. In complexes with soils of finer 
textured lacustrine origin, they usually occur on the upper 
slopes. 

Kinds of Porcupine Plain Soils 

Gray Wooded Porcupine Plain - The gray wooded 
Porcupine Plain soil usually occupies upper slope positions, 
however, it may extend to al1 slope positions in some land- 
scapes. It is a well-drained soil which, under forested 
conditions, is charactenzed by the presence of a thin, dark- 
colored surface horizon below the forest litter, underlain by 
a gray to grayish-brown, strongly leached, platy horizon of 
variable ihickness. Upon cultivation, part or ail of this 
leached horizon is incorporated into the plow layer, produc- 
ing a light-gray surface. Below these horizons is a relatively 
thick, da&-brown to dark grayish-brown, lime-free B hori- 
zon that usually has a strong (hard), angular blocky to 
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prismatic structure due to an enrichment of Clay from the 
leached horizon. The B horizon, in tmn, is underlain by a 
grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C horizon. 

Poorly Drained Soiis - Poorly drained soils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of smaii drainage channels and 
low-lying depressionai areas. They occur in areas that collect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remah 
wet for much of the pwing  season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these mils are not 
cultivated unless drained, aithough some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during penods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline and/or carbonated. 

L 

Agricultural Properties of Porcupine Plain Soih 

Porcupine Plain mils are good (dark gray wooded) to 
fair (gray wooded) agriculturai soils of capability classes 2 
and 3, respectively. They have a slight moisture deficit, due 
to the regional subhumid climate and a moderate water- 
holding capacity. The main limitations in these soils are 
structural. The low organic maaer content in some of these 
soils results in a structure thaî makes seedbed preparation 
difficult and ais0 makes the soil susceptible to crusting after 
heavy rains, resulting in poor seediing emergence, especially 
for small-seeded crops. They have a dense B horizon that 
may resaict water infiltration and root peneîration. These 
limitations are most strongly expressed in the gray wooded 
soils. These mils may be further downrated based on other 
soil and landscape limitations (Le. salinity, topography, 
wetness, etc.) that are peculiar to individual delineations. 
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading 
“AgiiculNal Capabiiity” in the Interpretive Data Tables 
section of this report. 

Porcupine Piain mils are low in avaiiable phosphorus 
and high in avaiiable potassium and crops usually respond 
well to applications of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers. 
Sulphur fertilizer may be beneficial to some crops, particu- 
larly oil seeds. These mils are moderately acid to neutral in 
reaction. The acidity does not affect the productivity of these 
mils,although theremaybelocalareas withmoderateacidity 
that may inhibit the growth of some sensitive crops such as 
aifalfa. 

Stones are generally not a problem in Porcupine Plain 
soils, however, where the lacustrine materiais are shallow 
and underlain by eroded till, stones often cause a serious 
hindrance to cultivation and usually require clearing on an 
annual basis. Water erosion is not a senous problem, but can 
h o m e  senous during penods of intense rainfall due to the 
relatively low infiltration rate of these soils. Thepoiential for 
water erosion is greatest in areas with long slopes so manage- 
mentpractices, suchas cultivationacross slopesandgrassing 
of runways, should be followed as much as possible. Wind 
erosion can be a problem unless conservation practices are 
foliowed. Suchpracticesincludemaintenanceof cropresidues 
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through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing and 
continuous cropping. Management practices, such as the use 
of legumes in crop rotations, wodd help to increase the mil 
organic matter content and, thus, improve the surface struc- 
ture of these soils. 

Pelly mils are Thick Dark Gray mils that have formed 
in highly calcareous, loamy, water-modifred glacial tili, in 
areas of mixed grassland and forest, where w d e d  vegeta- 
tion has had some influence on soil formation. The surface 
texture of these mils is most commonly loam, with sandy 
luam and ciay loam textures occumng less frequently. 

These soils commonly have a few small, scattered 
stones at the surface, but in mme areas are virtually Stone 
free. They commonly occur on undulating landscap with 
very gentle slopes as well as on the lower slopes of hum- 
mocky landscapes with genile to moderate slopes. 

Pelly soils frequently occur in complex with soils of 
other associations. They typically occur on lower slopes 
when in complex with mils formed in glacial till, however, 
when in complex with mils formed in sandy or gravelly 
fluvial materiais, the sandy and gravelly materials most often 
occur randomly as an overlay on the Pelly mils. 

Kinds of Pelly Soils 

Orthic Pelly - The orthic Pelly soil usually occurs on 
upper slopes. It is a weil-drahed mil with a dark-gray A 
horizon, 20 to 24 cm thick, underlain by a brownish-colored 
B horizon and a gray-colored, highly calcarmus C horizon. 
Often, a thin, pale-brown horizon with platy structure is 
present between the A and B horizons. The B horizon often 
has a noticeably higher Clay content than the C horizon due 
to downward movement of Clay from surface horizons. 

Calcareous Pelly - The calcareous Pelly soil occurs on 
locally dry upper slopes and knolls where good drainage 
occurs. This results in a soil that lacks the yellowish and 
grayish modes characteristic of the surroundhg carbonated 
Pelly mils on mid- to lower slopes. It is characterized by a 
dark gray A horizon, 20 to 24 cm thick, which may be 
underlain by a thin, calcareous B horizon, overlying a gray- 
ish-colored, highly calcarmus C horizon. 

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained mils representa 
variety of wet mils. They occur mainly in sioughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and 
low-lyingdepressional areas. They occurinareas that collect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
include reddish spots and streaks. Many of these soils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although mme may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Dueto their location in the landscape, these mils are typically 
carbonated, and some may be saline. 
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Agricultural Properties of Pelly Soils 

Peiiy soils are good agricultural mils of capability class 
2. The main limitation of these soils is a slight moisture 
deficitimpartedby amoderate water-holdingcapacity. These 
mils may be further downrated based on other soil and 
landscape limitations (saiinity, wetness, topography, Stones) 
that are peculiar to individuai delineations. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “Agriculturai Capa- 
bility“ in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Peily soils have a moderate amount of organic matter in 
the A horizon. They are low in available phosphorus and 
high in available potassium. 

These soils have a very low susceptibility to wind and 
watererosion. It is important, however, that cmp residues be 
carefully conserved through reduced tiiiage or leaving stub- 
ble standing to guard against wind erosion through pro- 
longed periods of drought. 

Only a few Stones can be expected on these soils and 
occasionai clearing may be required. 

Runway mils are formed in various deposits associated 
with the sides and bottoms of shailow drainage channeis. 
This group of soils range from weakly developed to poorly 
drained and are primarily associated with dissected land- 
scapes. Asaresult, surfacetexture,degreeof stoniness, dope 
class and salinity are extremely variable. 

Agricultural Properties of Runway Soils 

Runway mils are usually rated as ciass 4, 5 or 6 for 
agricultural capability. Most of these soils, however, are 
nonarable in that the bottom lands are poorly drained and the 
side slopes are often too steep to permit cultivation. A few 
areas, where slopes permit crossing with field implements, 
have some potentiai for cultivation. As well, many areas 
have liule potential for grazing land because they occur as 
narrow strips cutting through cultivated areas. Where they 
are large enough to be fenced, they do have some value as 
Pasture land depending upon steepness of slope, density of 
tree cover and availability of water. Ratings for each deline- 
ation are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capability” 
in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Sedge Peat soils are Organic mils that have formed in 
accumulations of vegetative materiais, primarily sedges, 
meadow grasses and shrubs. Thesepartly decomposed plant 
residues have accumulated in wet lowland areas. The native 
vegetation in these areas consist mainly of sedges, cattails, 
rushes, reeds and grasses, along with scattered willows and 
other shrubs. Trees such as tamarack and black spruce may 

also be present. The peat is derived from the accumulation 
of this vegetative materiai and is often saturated at or near the 
surface. In these areas, it is not unusuai for the center of the 
deposit to have a smalï water body. The deposits are usually 
l e s  than 2 m thick, but greater than 0.6 m thick, with the 
thickest partoccurring towards thecenter of the deposit The 
surface is generaily level with suong, hummocky micro- 
relief. 

Sedge Peat soils may occur in complex with mils of 
other associations. In these complexes, the SedgePeat soils 
typicaily occur on lower landscape positions. 

Kin& of Sedge Peat Soils 

Fibric Sedge Peat - The fibric Sedge Peat soil is char- 
acterized by an accumulation of relatively undecomposed 
plant residues that are derived mainly from the accumulation 
of sedges, meadow grasses and shrubs. Decomposition of 
this materiai has been limited and residues are readily iden- 
tifiable as to their origin. 

Mesic Sedge Peat - The mesic Sedge Peat soil is char- 
acterized by an accumulation of moderately decomposed 
plant residues thatarederived mainly from theaccumulation 
of sedges, meadow grasses and shrubs. Decomposition of 
this materiai has occurred to a moderate extent, such that 
plant residues are difficult to identify as to their origin. 

Agricultural Properties of Sedge Peat Soils 

Sedge Peat soiis are not classified for agriculturai Capa- 
biiity unless they are being used for agricultural purposes. 
The mting for each delineation is listed under the heading 
“Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables 
section of this report. Areas that are not classified are given 
the symbol O. 

Sedge Peat soils, in their natwal state, are very wet and 
are suitable only for native grazing. Areas with open water 
are not suitable for agricultural use. If these lands are to be 
developed for agricultural use, they wili require drainage 
and, usuaily, some clearing before breaking. Disposai of 
drainage water may not be feasible in some locations. Due 
to their low-lying position, these areas are susceptible to cold 
air drainage and, thus, to late spring and early fali frosts. The 
organic matisaisoanexcellent insulatorand, thus, thesesoils 
are slow to warm up in the spring. This may shorten the 
growing season to the extent that crops may not have suffi- 
cient time to m a t a .  Aiso, once the vegetative mat is 
disturbed by cultivation and the surface dries, these soils 
become very susceptible to wind erosion. If drainage is 
provided, thegrowing of perennial forage crops may be more 
feasible than annual cropping. Considering the cost of 
drainage and clearing of these areas, the possible require- 
ment for speciaiized agricultural equipment, and the poten- 
tial need for soil amendments such as fertilizer and lime, it 
may not be economically feasible to grow annual crops on 
these soiis. 
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Sylvania soils are Gray mils that have formed in sandy 
fluvial materiah, in areas where wooded vegetation has had 
a strong influence on soil formation. Soils that have formed 
under these conditions are usuaily strongl y leached, resulting 
in low organic matter levels and, hence, a grayish-colored 
surface upon cultivation. Surface textures are predominantly 
l m y  Sand to very fine sandy loam. 

Sylvania soils are usually Stone free, however, some 
Stones may mur where the fluvial materials are shallow 
(less than 1 m thick) and underlain by glacial till or gravel. 
Sylvania soils usually mur on hummocky landscapes with 
gentle to moderate slopes, but can also mur on undulating 
landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes. 

Sylvania soils frequently occur in complex with mils of 
other associations. In complexes with soils formed in finer- 
textured lacustrine materials, the Sylvania soils tend to cccur 
on mid- and upper slope positions, whereas, in complexes 
with mils formed in coarser-tex& fluvial materials or 
glacial u11, they usually occur on the mid-and lower siope 
positions of the landscape. 

- 

- 

c 

- 

Kinds of Sylvania Soils 

Gray Woodeà Sylvania - The gray wooded Sylvania 
soil usually occurs on mid-and upper slopes and knolls but, 
in some landscapes, it may be resmcted to lower slopes and 
depressions. It is a weli- to rapidly drained soil which, under 
forested conditions, is characterized, by the presence of a 
thin, dark-colored surface horizon below the forest litter, 
underlain by a strongly leached, gray to grayish-brown, platy 
horizon of variable thickness. Upon cultivation, part or all of 
this leached horizon is incorporated into the plow layer, 
producing a light-gray surface horizon, 11 to 16 cm thick. In 
some areas, a portion of the strongiy leached, grayish- 
colored horizon remains below the cultivated surface layer. 
Below these horizons isarelatively thick,dark-brown todark 
grayish-brown B horizon that usually has a strong (hard), 
angular blocky to prismatic structure, and is underlain, in 
turn by a dark grayish-brown, weakiy calcarwus C horizon 
with a weak, blocky to massive structure. 

Poorly Drained Soiis - Poorly drained soils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and 
low-lyingdepressionaiareas. They occurinareas thatcollect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these soils are not 
cuitivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline anaor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Sylvania Soils 

The best Sylvania mils are those with very fine sandy 
loam textures. They are considered to be fair agriculhual 
soils of capability class 3. Areas with fine sandy loam to 
sandy loam surface textures are, at best, only poor agricul- 
turai soils of capability class 4. A low water-holding capacity 
is the main agriculturai limitation of these soils. Areas with 
very light surface textures (loamy Sand) are rated class 5 
(nonarable and suitable only for perennial forages or im- 
pmved pasture) due to their very low water-holding capacity 
and low naturai fertility. Sylvania soils may be further 
d o m t e d  based on other soil and landscape limitations (Le. 
topography, wetness, etc.) that are peculiar to individuai 
delineations. Ratings for each delineation are listed under the 
heading “Agriculturai Capability” in the Interpretive Daia 
Tables section of this report. 

The sandy nature and low organic matter content of the 
Sylvania soils result in soils of low fertility and poor tilth. 
They are m m e  textured and lack drought resistance, while 
their loose surface siructure makes them susceptible to wind 
emsion when cultivated. They are not usuaily susceptible to 
water erosion due to their high infiltration mte. To ensure 
productivity, management practices should be followed that 
will increase the organic matter content, maintain or increase 
fertility levels and prevent wind erosion. Sylvania soils may 
be better utilized for the production of forage crops than 
cereal crops. This would add organic matter to the soil and, 
aiong with proper tillage methods, protect against erosion. 
As well, the use of fertilizers would help ensure their con- 
tinuai use as arable agricultural land. 

Tiger Hüls soils are Dark Gray soils that have formed in 
shaliow (less than 1 m thick), silty lacustrine materials 
underiain by glacial till, in areas of mixed grassland and 
forest, where wooded vegetation has had some influence on 
soil formation. Surface textures arepredominantly loam and 
silt loam, but can range to silty Clay loam and Clay loam. 

Tiger Hills soils are typically slightly stony to Stone free, 
but may be moderately stony in areas where the lacustrine 
materials are very shallow or where they occur in complex 
with glacial till or gravel. They are usually associated with 
undulating or undulating dissected landscapes with very 
gentle to gentle slopes, but can also occur on more strongly 
sloping hummocky landscapes, particuiarly where they oc- 
cur in complex with soils formed in glacial till. 

Tiger Hills soils frequently occur in complex with soils 
of other associations. In most of these complexes, the Tiger 
Hills soils occur on the mid- and lower dope positions. 

Kinds of Tiger Hills Soils 

Orthic Tiger Hills - The orthic Tiger Hills soil may 
occupy ail siope positions. It is a well-drained soi1 character- 
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ized by a dark-gray A horizon, 12 to 22 cm thick, underlain 
by a dark brownish-colored B horizon and a yellowish- 
brown, moderately caicareous C horizon. 

slope positions when they occur in complex with soils of the 
Gray soil zone. When Whitewood mils mur in complex 
with mils formed in lacustrine or fluvial materials, they 
usually occupy mid- to upper slope positions. 

Agricultural Properties of Tiger Hills Soils 
Kinds of Whitewood Soiis 

Tiger Hills soils are generaily good agricultural soils 
rated as agriculturai capabiiity class 2. A slight moisture 
deficit, imparted by a moderate water-holding capacity and 
the subhumid regional climate, is their main limitation. 
These soils may be further downrated based on other soil and 
landscape limitations (i.e. salinity, topography, Stones, etc.) 
îhat are peculiar to individual delineations. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “Agricuiturai Capa- 
bility“ in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Tiger Hiils mils have a moderate amount of organic 
matter in the A horizon. They are low in available phospho- 
rus and high in available potassium. Crops grown on these 
soils usually respond well to applications of nitmgen and 
phosphorus fertilizers. 

Stones are seldom a problem on Tiger Hills soils, how- 
ever, due to the presence of glacial tiil near the surface, a few 
stones may be present and occasionai clearing may be 
required. Similarly, water erosion is not a serious problem, 
but can become serious during periods of intense rainfall due 
to the relatively low infiltration rate of these soils. The 
potential for water erosion is greatest in areas with long 
slopes and management practices, such as cultivation across 
slopes andgrassing of runways, should be followed as much 
as possible. Wind erosion may be a problem, unless conser- 
vation practices are followed. Such practices include main- 
tenance of crop residues through reduced tillage or leaving 
stubble standing, continuous cropping, or the establishment 
of forages in seriously affected areas. 

Whitewood soils are Dark Gray soils that have formed 
in loamy glacial till, in areas of mixed grassland and forest, 
where wooded vegetation has had an influence on soil 
formation. Soils formed under these conditions are usuaily 
slightly leached, resulting in lower organic matter levels than 
similar soils occurring in the Black soil zone and, therefore, 
a dark gray-colored surface horizon. Surface textures are 
predominantly loam but may range from sandy loam to Clay 
lOam. 

These soils are moderately to very stony. They usuaily 
occur on hummocky landscapes having gentle to moderate 
slopes, aithough steeper slopes are common in some areas. 

Where Whitewood mils occur in complex with Black 
mils such as Oxbow, their occurrence in the landscape is a 
function of drainage and precipitation. In southern parts of 
the Black soi1 zone, Whitewood soils tend to occur on the 
lower slopes, whereas, in the northem more humid parts of 
the zone, the Whitewood mils occur on the well-drained 
upper slopes. Whitewood mils ais0 tend to occupy upper 

Orthic Whitewood - The orthic Whitewood soil occu- 
pies lower slopes in mmt Whitewood landscapes, but may 
extend to the midslope in some areas, and upper slopes and 
knolls inotherareas. Itisawell-drainedsoil withadark-gray 
A horizon, 10 to 18 cm thick, underlain by a brownish or 
reddish-brown B horizon that usualiy has a moderate, angu- 
lar blocky structure when dry, and is, in tum, underiain by a 
grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C horizon. niere 
may be a thin, grayish iayer with platy structure behveen the 
A and B horizons which, if cultivated, is often incorporated 
into the plow layer. This mixing imparts a dark-gray color to 
the soil surface. 

Pooriy Drained Soiis - Poorly drained mils represent a 
variety of wet mils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionaily, on the bottom of smali drainage channels and 
low-lying depressional areas. They occur in areas thatcollect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usuaily remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these mils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although mme may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, mme of these soils 
have become saline anaor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Whitewood Soils 

Whitewood soiis are good agriculturai soils of capabil- 
ity class 2. The main agriculturai limitation of these soils is 
a slight moisture deficit, imparted by the subhumid regionai 
climate and a moderate water-holding capacity. These soils 
may be further downrated based on other soil and iandscape 
limitations (i.e. salinity, topography, stones, etc.) that are 
peculiar to an individual delineation. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “Agricultural Capa- 
bility” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

The degree of leaching that has occurred in these soils is 
important when evaluating theirproductivity. Those that are 
only slightly leached are nearly equai to similar soils devel- 
oped in the Black soil zone, whereas the more strongly 
leached Whitewood soils are lower in organic matter and 
natural fertility and havepoorer structure. Someof themore 
srrongly leached soils may be susceptible to crusting &ter 
rains and the dense B horizon may resuict rooting. 

Stones, in many cases, pose a hindrance to cultivation 
and regular clearing is often required. Wind erosion has not 
been a serious problem but can be expected to worsen when 
ail the land is cleared and cultivated. Water erosion is 
generally not a serious problem, except on moderately or 
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strongly sloping landscapes. Management practices that 
include forages in the crop rotations should be used to 
enhance soil organic matter content and improve soil struc- 
turc. 

- 

Whitesand soils are Black soils that have formed in 
gravelly fluvial materials. Surface textures usually range 
from loamy sand to sandy loam or loam, however, in some 
areas, gravelly phases of these textures may be more com- 
mon. 

Stoniness is variable, ranging from nonstony in some 
areas to moderately stony in others. Whitesand soils are 
usuaily associated with undulating landscapes having very 
gentle to gentle slopes and hummocky landscapes with 
gentle to moderate slopes. 

Whitesand mils occur in compiex with mils of many 
other associations. In most of these complexes, the White- 
sand mils can occur in any slope position. 

Kinds of Whitesand Soih 

Orthic Whitesand - The orthic Whitesand mil usually 
occurs on mid- and lower slope positions but may extend 
onto upper slopes and knolls in some landscapes. It is a 
rapidlydrainedsoil withablackA horizon, 10 to20cm thick, 
underlain by a brownish B horizon and a lighter-colored, 
weakiy calcareous C horizon. The C horizon is often much 
more gravelly than either the A or B horizon. 

Calcareous Whitesand - ThecaicareousWhitesandsoil 
usuaily occurs on upper slopes and knolls. It is a rapidiy 
drained soil chamcterized by a thin, usually calcarmus A 
horizon and, usually, a thin, c a l m u s  B horizon. These 
soils are often subject to erosion and are frequently lighter in 
color than the surrounding soils on mid- and lower siopes. 

Eroded Whitesand - The eroded Whitesand soil oc- 
curs on upper slopes and knolls. It is a rapidly drained soil 
that has had part or almost al1 of its topsoil removed by 
erosion. A lower organic matter content and the presence of 
carbonates in the A horizon often result in these soils having 
a much lighter surface color in cultivated fields than the 
surrounding Whitesand soils. 

Carbonated Whitesand - The carbonated Whitesand 
soil occurs on lower slope positions, often surrounding 
sloughs. It is a moderately Weil- to imperfectiy drained mil 
with a black, usuaily calcarmus A horizon, 10 to 25 cm thick, 
underlain by a highly calcareous B or C horizon. The B or C 
horizons often have reddish spots and Stains, indicative of 
imperfect soil drainage. Due to their location in the land- 
scape, salts are present in some of the carbonated Whitesand 
soils. 

Saline Whitesand - The saline Whitesand soil occurs 
on lower slopes, often surrounding sloughs, or in poorly 
drained depressional areas. It is characterized by the pres- 
ence of soluble salts, usually within 50cm of the surface. The 
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salts occur as a white surface crust or as small, white specks 
withinthesoi1,althoughsalts maynotalwaysbevisible. Duil 
colors and reddish spots and Stains, indicative of imperfect 
soil drainage, are often present in the subsoil. Saline White- 
sandsoilsoften occur intermixed with the carbonated White- 
sand mils on lower slopes surrounding sloughs. 

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained mils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionaily, on the bottom of smaü drainage channels and 
low-lyingdepressionalareas. Theyoccurinareasthatcollect 
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usuaily remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
darkalored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
includereddish spots and streaks. Most of these mils are not 
cultivated unless drained, although some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils 
have become saline andor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Whitesand Soih 

Whitesand soils are fair to poor agriculturai soils of 
capability classes 3 and 4. Their sandy surface textures, 
coupled with gravelly subsurface textures, result in very low 
to low water-holding capacities. The finer-textured White- 
sand soils, the loams to fine sandy loams, are rated as class 3, 
while the coarser-textured Whitesand soils, the sandy loams 
to loamy sands, are rated as capability class 4 due primarily 
to their lower water-holding capacity. These soils may be 
further downrated based on other soil and landscape iimita- 
tions (Le. salinity, topography, Stones, etc.) that are peculiar 
to individual delineations. For example, exceedingly stony 
Whitesand soils, which cannot becultivated unless consider- 
ableclearing is done, are rated as capability class 5. Ratings 
for each delineation are listed under the heading “Agricul- 
tural Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of 
this report. 

The low to moderate organic matter content and low 
inherent fertility of Whitesand soils conhibute to the low 
potential that these soils have for the production of annuai 
crops. Whitesand soils are also highly susceptible to wind 
erosion. Their sandy textures and weak structure make it 
difficult to maintain acloddy surface that is resistant to wind 
erosion. Where these soils are cultivated, it is recommendeü 
that mil conservation practices, such as maintenance of crop 
residues through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, 
suip cropping and frequent inclusion of forages, be utilized 
to control soi1 erosion and maintain or enhance the organic 
matter content of the soil. Water erosion is nota problem on 
most of these soils because of their high infiltration rate. 
Stoniness varies from one area to another and even within the 
same area of Whitesand soils. Some areas are Stone free 
while others have sufficient Stones to require periodic re- 
moval if the mils are to be cultivated. At best, these soils are 
marginal for arable crops, with many areas best utilized for 
forage production or native grazing. 
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Waitville soiis are Gray soils that have formed in loamy 
giaciai till, in areas where wooded vegetation has had a 
simng influence on soil formation. Soils formed under these 
conditions are highly leached, resulting in lower organic 
matter levels and, hence, dark-gray to gray surface colors. 
Surface textures range from loam to sandy loam. 

Waitvillesoils are typicaliy slightly to moderately stony 
but range to exceedingly stony in some areas. They usually 
occur on hummocky landscapes with slopes ranging from 
gentle to steep. 

In most complexes in the Gray soil zone, the Waitville 
mils tend to occur on the mid- and upper slope positions, 
however, when these mils occur in complexes in the Black 
soil zone, the Waitville soils usually occur on the more moist 
and strongly leached lower slopes. 

Kin& of Waitville Soiis 

Gray Wooded Waitville - The gray w d e d  Waitville 
soil usuaüy occupies upper slope positions, however, it rnay 
extend to al1 slope positions in some landscapes. It is a well- 
drained soil which, under forested conditions, is character- 
ized by the presence of a very thin, dark-colored surface 
horizonbelow the forest litter, underlain by agray tograyish- 
brown, strongly leached horizon with platy structure. Upon 
cultivation, part or al1 of this leached horizon is incorporated 
into the plow layer, producing a light-gray surface. Below 
these horizons is a relatively thick, dark-brown to dark 
grayish-brown B horizon that usuaily has a strong (hard), 
angular blocky to prismatic structure due to an accumulation 
of ciay leached from upper horizons. The B horizon, in tum, 
is underlain by a grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C 
horizon. 

Dark Gray Wooded Waitville - Thedarkgray wooded 
Waitville soil occurs on mid- to lower slope positions. It is 
a well- to moderately well-drained soil which, under forested 
conditions, is characterized by the presence of a thin, dark- 
colored surface horizon below the forest litter, underiain by 
a gray to grayish-brown, leached horizon with platy struc- 
ture. Upon cultivation, part or al1 of this leached horizon is 
incorporated into the plow layer, producing a dark-gray 
surface. Below these horizons is a relatively thick, dark- 
brown to dark grayish-brown B horizon that usually has a 
swng (hard), angular blocky to prismatic structure due to an 
enrichment of Clay leached from upper horizons. The B 
horizon is underlain, in tum, by a grayish-colored, moder- 
ately calcareous C horizon. 

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent a 
variety of wet soils. They mur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bottom of smali drainage channels and 
in low-lying depressional areas. They occur in areas that 
collect runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually 
remain wet for much of the growing season. They often have 
thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors 

rhat include reddish spots and streaks. Peaty poorly drained 
soils haveasurfacelayerofpeatymaterial, 15 to40cm thick. 
In areas where the deposit of peat was reiatively thin, much 
or al1 of the peat may have been incorporated into the upper 
mineral soil horizon upon cultivation. Most p r l y  drained 
mils are not cultivated unless drained, although some may 
become dry enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged 
drought, Due to theirlocation in the landscape, someof these 
mils have k o m e  saline andor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Waitville Soils 

Waitville soils are fair agricultural mils of capability 
class3. Theyhaveaslightmoisturedeficitduetotheregional 
subhumid climate and a moderate water-holding capacity. 
The main Limitations of these mils are related to soil stnic- 
ture. The low organic matter content of some of these soils 
results in a structure that makes seedbed preparationdifficult 
and ais0 makes the soil susceptible to crusting after heavy 
rains, resulting in p r  seedling emergence especially for 
small-&ed crops. They have a dense B horizon that may 
resmct water infiltration and root penetration. These limita- 
tions are most strongly expressed in the gray wooded soiis. 
These mils may be further downrated based on other soi1 and 
landscape limitations (i.e. salinity , topography, Stones, etc.) 
that are peculiar to individual delineations. Ratings for each 
delineation are listed under the heading “Agricultirral Capa- 
bility” in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report. 

Waitville soils are low in available phosphorus and high 
in available potassium. They are moderately acid to neutral 
in reaction, however, the acidity does not usually affect the 
yieidof cereai crops. However, there may be local areas with 
moderate acidity where the growth of some sensitive crops, 
such as alfalfa, may be inhibited. 

Stones can pose a serious hindrance to cultivation and 
annual clearing is often required. Water erosion is not a 
serious problem, but can be during periods of intense rainfail 
due to the relatively low infiltration rate of these soils. 
Management practices, such as cultivation across slopes and 
grassing of runways in affected areas, should be followed as 
much as possible. Wind erosion can be a problem unless 
conservation practices are followed. Such practices include 
maintenance of crop residues through reduced tillage or 
leaving stubble standing, ship cropping or the establishment 
of forages in seriously-affected areas. The use of legumes in 
crop rotations will help to increase the soil organic matter 
contentand,thus,improvethesurfacestructureofthese soils. 

- 

Wetiand soils are Poorly Drained soils formed in a 
mixture of materials associated with depressional areas. 
Most occur as sloughs, too small to show separately on the 
soi1 map, and are included in the map units of the surroundhg 
upland soils. Only the larger areas have been delineated on 
the map. The Wetland soils are made up of a variety of soils 
which arereferred to collectively as poorly drained soils. AU 
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The Yorkton mils occur in complex with many other mil 
associations. In complexes with other soils formed in glacial 
till, they usualiy occur on the mid- to lower slopes, however, 
when in complex with soils formed in lacustrine or fluvial 
materials, they often occur on the mid- to upper slope 
positions. 

are wet for at least a portion of the growing season and many 
remain flooded for much or ail of the growing season. 

Kin& of Wetland Soiis 
- 

- Poorly Drained Wetland - Poorly drained Wetiand 
soils occur in sloughs and, occasionaily, in the bottom of 
smail drainage channels and low-lying depressional areas. 
They occur in areas that collect runoff from heavy rains and 
snowmelt, and usuaily remain wet for much of the growing 
Season. The A horizon may be thin or thick (grater than 10 
cm), and darkiy colored, or it may be leached and gray or 
grayish-brown in color. Peaty poorly drained soils have a 
layer of peaty materiai, from 15 to 40 cm thick, overlying 
minerai rnaterials. Wetland mils havedrab subsurface colors 
that are often dotted with reddish spots and streaks. Some of 
these p r l y  drained mils are ais0 saline and carbonated. 
Most of the poorly drained Wetland soils are not cultivated 
unless drained, aithough some may become dry enough to 
cultivate during periods of prolonged drought. 

Agricultural Properties of Wetland Soils 

Al1 areas of Wetiand mils have little or no potentiai for 
arable agriculture. Most have an agriculturai capability 
rating of class 5 or lower. Some areas are suitable for tame 
or native forage production or as native grazing land. Those 
areas indicated on the soil map with the symbol Wz 1 have the 
highest potentiai. These are areas that usually become dry at 
some point in the growing season and have potential for 
forage production. Someof the shailower onesmay bearable 
during extended dry periods and will have some potentiai for 
the production of tame hay, or early maturing, moisture- 
tolerant crops. Those areas indicated on the soil map with the 
symbol Wz2 usually have at least central portions remaining 
flooded for ail of the growing season. In these areas, only the 
outer margins have any potential for the production of native 
hay. Those areas indicated on the soil map with the symbol 
Wz3 usuallyremain floodedforallofthegrowingseasonand 
have littie or no potentiai for agricultd use, even as grazing 
land. 

Yorkton soils are Thick Black soils that have formed in 
highly calcareous, loamy glacial till, in more humid areas of 
the Black soil zone, where mils with thicker-than-normal 
surface horizons have formed. They are distinguished from 
Oxbow mils by having a surface horizon that is greater than 
20 cm in thickness. Surface textures arepredominantly loam 
and clay loam but can range from sandy loam to silty Clay 
loam. 

Yorkton soils are usuaily slightly to very stony and are 
commonly associated with hummocky landscap with slopes 
ranging from gentle to moderate aithough undulating land- 
scapes with very gentle slopes are common in some areas. 

Kinds of Yorkton Soils 

OrthicYorkton - TheorthicYorktonsoiloccursmainly 
on lower slopes but may extend onto mid- and upper slopes 
in some landscapes. It is a well- to moderately well-drained 
soil with a black A horizon that is 20 to 33 cm thick. It is 
underlain, in tum, by a brownish B horizon and a grayish- 
colored, smngly caicareous C horizon. 

Calcareous Yorkton - The calcareous Yorkton soil 
murs mainly on well-drained upper slopes but can ais0 
occur on some moderately well-drained lower slopes. It is 
characterized by a black, often calcareous A horizon, 21 to 33 
cm thick, which is usually underlain by a brownish to 
grayish-brown, calcareous B horizon, overlying a grayish- 
colored, smngly calcareous C horizon. 

Carbonated Yorkton - The carbonated Yorkton soil 
occm mainly on lower slopes, frequentiy smunding sloughs 
or poorly drained depressions, but may also occur on imper- 
fectiy drained, nearly level or very gently sloping areas. The 
black A horizon is highly caicareous and is usuaily thicker 
than the A horizon of the Yorkton mils on mid- and upper 
slopes. The underlying B horizon, if present, and the C 
horizon are highly caicareous and often have drab colors and 
reddish spots and siains, indicative of imperfect soil drain- 
age. In some areas, these soils are affected to mme degree by 
salinity. 

Poorly Drained Soiis - Poorly drained mils represent a 
variety of wet mils. They occur mainly in sloughs and, 
occasionally, on the bouom of small drainage channels and 
low-lyhgdepressionalareas. Theyoccurin areasthatcollect 
runoff from heavy Ans and snowmelt, and usuaily remain 
wet for much of the growing season. They often have thick, 
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that 
include reddish spots and streaks. Most of these mils are not 
cultivated unless drained, aithough some may become dry 
enough to cultivate during pends of prolonged drought. 
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these mils 
have become saline anaor carbonated. 

Agricultural Properties of Yorkton Soils 

The best Yorkton soils, those with loam and clay loam 
surface textures, are very good agriculturai soils of capability 
class 1. The less common sandy loam-textured Yorkton soil 
has a capability rating ofclass 2 and is considered to be agood 
agicultural mil. A slight moisture deficit, imparted by a 
moderate water-holding capacity and the subhumid regional 
climate, is their main limitation to the production of common 
field crops. These soils may be further downrated based on 
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othersoilandlandscapelimimtions (Le. salinity, topography, 
stones, etc.) that are peculiar to individuai delineations. 
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading 
“Agricultural Capability” in the Interpretive Data Tables 
section of this report. 

Yorkton soils are naturaily fertile. They have a moder- 
ately high organic matter content and are reasonably easy to 
keep in good tiirh. Most fields require periodic clearing of 
stones but the stones are generally not a serious problem. 
Wind erosion has not been serious but may have occurred to 

some extent on wme knolls. Water erosion is generally not 
aproblem excepton sloping lands, particularly in areas with 
long slopes. Soil conservation practices, such as mainte- 
nance of crop residues through reduced tiilage or leaving 
stubble standing, grassing runways, cultivation across slapes 
and establishment of forages, may be used to control soil 
erosion. Saline soils occur infrequently, however, where 
they do occur, they are usually associated with depressional 
areas. Consequently, crop yields in areas adjacent to poorly 
drained depressions may be depressed in wme years. 
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4. SOIL 
INTERPRETATIONS 

- 4.1 SALINITY 

Saline mils occur sporadicaily throughout the agricul- 
tural ara of Saskatchewan. These soils contain sufficient 
water soluble salts to inhibit the uptake of moisture by 
plants,resulting in moisturestressandreducedplant growth. 
The presence of saline soils can often be recognized by bare 
spots in the crop or by uneven stands of grain or forage. Very 
strongly saline soiis usuaily develop a white surface crust 
during dry weather. Where less sait is present, the soil is 
grayish in color when dry and the subsoil often has streaks or 
specks of salt at a depth of 5 to 25 cm or deeper. In weakly 
saline or moderately saline soils that are very wet, it may not 
be possible to see the salt. 

- 

- 

- 

Development of Saline Soils 

saline soils result almostinvariably from the movement 
of salts canied by groundwater and subsequent concentra- 
tion in the soil upon evaporation of this water at or near the 
soil surface. 

Soluble sale are present in the parent materials of al1 
soils as the resuit of on-going naturai, chemicai and ph ysical 
weathering processes. When theamount of water evaporat- 
ing from the soil is greater than the amount infiltrating, salts 
may accumulate in the soil and may result in saline soils. 
Areas are subject to soil saiinization where water tables are 
high and theamount of infiltration ofprecipitation is limited. 
In most cases, this is anaturai process which has been going 
on since the timeof deglaciation. Agriculture has, however, 
aggravated the problem in some areas by the use of cropping 
systems that are notas water efficient as the natural prairie. 

. 

Management of Saline Soils 

Management of saline mils requires the effective man- 
agement of soil water in both the saline and nonsaline parts 
of the landscape. In terms of water management for soil 
saiinity control this means making the most efficient use of 
soil moisture possible. Extending the cropping rotation or 
continuously cropping in nonsaline areas will cycle more 
precipitation through crops rather than allowing it to reach 
the water table where it may contribute to salinity in some 
other location. Leaving stubble standing promotes a more 
even distribution of snow cover reducing the amount that 
blows off the land into large snow drifts or depressions 
where, upon melting, it has agreater chance of infiltrating to 
the watertable. Saline soils should be seeded to long-term 
forage or continuously cropped with crops having the appro- 
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priate degm of salt tolerance. The objective in the saline 
areas is to reduce the amount of evapration from the soil 
surface, lower the watertable level and move salis downward 
with infdtrating precipitation. 

Table 2. The relative tolerance of common field crops to 
soi1 salinity. (Differencesof one or two places in 
the ranking may not be signifiant.) 

* $  CI a- C 

- 
Soybeans Canola Barley may produce 
FieldBeans Mustard s m e  crop but this 
FabaBeans Wheat land best suiied to 
Peas Flax mlerant forages. 
Corn Fa11 Rye' 
Sunfiowers Oats 

B arley' 
Sugar Beets 

r!smwhm 
Red Clover Red Canary Aitai Wiid Rye 
Aisike Meadow Fescue Russian Wùd Rye 
Timothy Intemediate Wheat Slender Wheatgrass' 

l 
Crested Wheat Tall Wheatgrassb 
Brome 
Alfalfa 
S weetclovef 

These crops not tolerant of flooding, which is cornmon in 
some saline areas. 
Under dry conditions slender wheatgrass is more tolerant than 
tail wheatgrass. 

For more information on saline soils and theu manage- 
ment, see the publication The Nature and Management of 
Salt Affected Land in Saskatchewan by Saskatchewan 
Agriculture, Soils and Crops Branch. 

Explanation of the Salinity Symbol 

The soil salinity symbol is made up of three components 
indicating the extent of saline soils, the degree of the salis in 
the saline soils, and the position in the iandscape occupied by 
the saline soils within the delineation and is based on field 
observation alone. 

Example: l W A  1 - ExtentClass 
w - Degreeclass 
PA - LandscapePosition 

I I 
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Soil Salinity Extent Class Limits 

Table 3. Soil salinitj 

O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Soil Salinity Degree 
Table 4. DescriDtion of soi1 salinitv deeree classes. 

Nonsaiine 

(M) Moderate 

(S) Suong 

(V) Very Strong 

O -  2 

2 -  4 

4- 8 

8 -  16 

1 6  

!xtent class liinits. 

O 
O -  3 
3 - 10 
10 - 20 
20 - 40 
40 - 70 

> 70 

There are no visible effects of salts on the growth of crops. No yield 
loss. 

Yields of very sensitive crops may be restricted. Cereals aregeneraily 
unaffec ted. 

Y ields of many crops are restricted. Wheat yields rnay be reduced by 
30%. 

Oniy toierant crops yield satisfactorily. Wheat yields may be reduced 
by 60%. 

Only a few very tolerant crops yield satisfactorily. Wheat yields may 
be reduced by 80-100%. 

Note: Electricai conductivity values based on a saturateci paste extract. 
Yieid loss estimates are based on recent research and oniy appiy to the saline soiis, not to the entire delineated area 

Landscape Position 

The landscape position descnbes where in the landscape saline soils occur. In some areas, saline mils occur in 
more ihan one landscape position. These situations are indicated by the use of two letters. 

Table 5. Description of landscape position symbol. 

P Saline mils occur on the edges of depressions, sioughs or runways. Ail mils in the bottoms of the 
depressions are leached and nonsaline. 

Saline mils occur throughout the bottoms of depressions and sloughs. 

Saline mils extend throughout the bottoms of dissections and smail runways. 

Saline mils occur on the sides of hiiis and slopes well above any slough or depression. 

Saline soi1 parent materiais within 60 cm of the soi1 surface generally occur on hol ls  and upper slopes. 

A 

D 

S 

1 
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1 
2 
3 
4 

4.2 IRRIGATION SUITABILITY 

A noniimiting 
B slightiy limiting 
C moderately limiting 
D severely limiting 

u 

The irrigation suitabiiity rating is based on soii and 
landscape characteristics. The suitability rating uses limiting 
factors to predict the potential landscape-water-crop interac- 
tion. It also considers the potential long-term consequences 
of irrigation such that the soil will remain permanently 
productive whiie being irrigated. It does not consider water 
avaiiability and quality, climate, or economics. Within any 
one map delineation there may be smalier soil areas that have 
a higher or lower irrigation suitability than that indicated by 
themapsymbol.&v d-ing irrwabon should 
be made onlv after a f ield-soecific exam ination is 

- 

. . .  . . .  

Symbol Interpretation 

The combination of soii and landscape categories (Table 
6), based upon the most limiting features present (Tables 7 
and 8), determine the irrigation ciass and suitability rating 
(T'able 9). 

A maximum of three limitations are shown in the sym- 
bol. An ideai mil area to be used for irrigation will have the 
foilowing characteristics: 

mediumtexture 
uniform texture vertically and horizontally 
uniformly well drained 
nonsaiine 
permeable 
nearly level 
nonstony 

Table 6. Soi1 and IandscaDe categories. 

Irrigation Symbol 

example: ZCmvt, 

2C - Imgationclass 

m - Soillimitations 

v,t, - Landscapelimitations 

The example above indicates that the area in question has 
slight limitations (2) due to soil factors (m) and moderate 
limitations (C) due to iandscape factors (v, t,). This area, 
therefore, has a fair suitability rating (Table 9). 

Symbol Evaluation 

Excellent to good areas (Table 9) can usuaiiy be consid- 
exdinigable. Fair areas are marginally suitable for irrigation 
providing adequate management exists such that the soii and 
adjacent areas are not affected adversely by water applica- 
tion. Poor soils can usualiy be considered noninigable. The 
rating is given for the area based on soi1 characteristics in the 
upper 1.2 m and the main landscape features in the area. 
Depending on the type and severity of the limitation, it may 
be advisable to investigate an area further. Portions of the 
totai area may also be significantly better or poorer than the 
generai rating would indicate. For example, within a poor 
area with steep slopes, there may be areas of gentier topogra- 
phy that may be suitable for small d e  irrigation if the 
detailed examination indicates that this smailer area is other- 
Wise suitable. 

Decision to Irrigate 

The cost of imgation development can be expected to 
increase with less suitable soils. The suitability rating does 
not take into account important factors such as climate, 
agronomy, availability of water, or economics in determining 
the feasibility of an imgation project. If a field is indicated 
to be suitable for irrigation based on the information pre- 
sented in this report, then an onsite inspection shouid be 
made. Other factors not used in this rating shouid ais0 be 
considered during a site specific examination. These include 
geological uniformity to 3 m, local relief, depth to bedrock, 
drainability, sodicity, organic matter content and surface 
crusting potentiai. These factors may affect the suitabiiity to 
some degree in terms of the type of irrigation system that can 
be used, the type and amount of surface preparation n d e d ,  
the response of the soil and crop to applied water, and the type 
of management needed. A decision can then be made 
whether to irrigate if economic conditions are suitable and an 
adequate source of water is available. 

Imgation can lead to improved stability and flexibiiity 
in farm production through improved reliability of water 
application. Although maximum yields may be attainable 
only through irrigation, assuming adequate management, 
other climatic considerations may affect the feasibility. Cii- 
matic factors may limit the range of crops that can be grown 
due to heat or growing season limitations. In higher rainfaii 
areas of the province, irrigation water may only be, in many 
years, a minor supplemental source of water that may not be 
needed every year. In these cases, the increased retunis 
through higher yields, in some years, may not justify the 
expense of development. In dry regions where the ri& of 
crop failure due to drought is relatively high and the range of 
cmps that can be grown is lower, irrigation water may be a 
potentiaily important source of moisture needed for m p  
growth. 





Table 9. Irrieation suitabiiitv classes. 
Y 

1A 

2A 
2B 
1B 

3A 
3B 
3 c  
1 c  
2 c  

4A 
4B 
4 c  
4D 
1D 
2D 
3D 

Excellent 

cood 

Fair 

POOr 

No soil or landscape limitations These soils are medium textured, weli drained and hold de- 
quate avaiiable moisture. Topography is level to nearly level. 
Cravity irrigation methods may be feasible. 

Slight soil andlor landscape 
limitations 

The range of crops that can be grown may be limited. As well, 
higher development inputs and management skills are requked. 
Sprinkler irrigation is usually the oniy feasible method of water 
application. 

Moderate soi1 an401 landscape Limitations reduce the range of crops that may be g r o m  and 
limitations increase development and improvement costs. Management 

may include speciai conservation techniques to minimiZe soil 
erosion, limit salt movement, limit water table build-up or 
flocdiig of depressional areas. Sprinkler irrigation is usually 
the oniy feasible method of water application. 

Severe soit andor landscape Limitations generaiiy reiuit in a soil that is unsuitable for 
limitations sustained irrigation. Some lands may have limited potential 

when special crops, irrigation systems. and soil and water 
conservation techniques are used. 

4.3 STONES 

The Stones rating is an estimation of the average severity of stone piles, and the soi1 parent material observed. The 
of stoniness in a delineation. The estimation is based on the amount of Stone c]e&ng activity required is categorized into 
amount of stone clearing activity required and is related to the one of six stone severity classes listed in the table below. 
number and sizeof Stones on the soil surface, numberand s ix  

Table 10. Stone classes. 

so Nonstony. 

s1 

s2 
Slightly stony - Stones seldom hinder cultivation. Light clearing is occasionally required. 

Moderately stony - Stones are a moderate hindrance to cultivation. Annual clearing is 
usually required. 

Very stony - Stones cause a serious hindrance to cultivation. Sufficient Stones to require 
clearing on an annual basis. 

Excessively stony - Stones prohibit cultivation or make clearing a major task Cultivation 
is usually severely hindered, even after regular, heavy clearing. 

s3 

s4 

U Unclassified. 
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the capability class (numbers in the example below) and kind 
of limitation is represented by the capability subclass (letters 
in the example below). (The bracketed numbers in the 
example below indicate the percentage of each capability 
class present.) Capability classes and subclasses are briefly 
outlinedbelow. Acompleteexplantauonof the systemof soi1 
capabiiity classification for agriculture is contained in the 
publication, A Guide to Soi1 Capability and Land Inven- 
tory Maps in Saskatchewan. 

4.4 SOIL CAPABILITY FOR 
AGRICULTURE 

The mil capability classification for agricultural use is 
an interpretive classification of mils based on limitations 
affecting their use for production of annuai crops. These 
limitations are categorized according to degree or severity 
and kind of limitation. Degreeof limitation is represented by 

SYMBOL SEQUENCE 

Class 3 soi1 

6/10 or 60% of the delineation 

Limitation due to insufficient 
moisture-holding capacity (M) 

Limitation due to adverse 
topography 0 and erosion 
damage (El 

4/10 or 40% of the delindon 

Class 5 soi1 

3(6)M5(4)TE means that 60% of the ara was placed in Ciass 3 due to a limitation in 
moisture-holding capacity and 40% of the area was placed in Class 5 because of limitations 
due to topography and erosion damage. 

Capability Class (Degree of Limitation) 

The mined mils of Saskatchewan are grouped into 
seven capabiiity classes. Soils rami Classes 1 to 3 are 
considered suitable for sustained production of COmmOn 
cdtivated field crops, thos rami Clas 4 are considerd 
marginal for sustained production of common cultivated 

Table 11. Description of capability classes. 

fieldcrops, thoserated Class 5 are consideredcapable only of 
permanentpastureandhayproduction, thoseratedClass6are 
considered suitable only for use as native pasture, and those 
rated Ciass 7 are considered unsuitable for either the produc- 
tion of field crops or for use as native pasture. 

CLASS 1 

CLASS 2 

Soils in this class have no significant limitations in use for crops. 

Soils in this class have moderate limitations that restrict the range of crops or require moderate 
conservation prac tices. 

Soils in this class havemoderately severe limitations that resmct the range of crops or require 
special conservation practices. 

Soils in this class have severe limitations that restrict the range of crops or require special 
conservation practices, or both. 

Soils in this class have very severe limitations that resmct their use to the production of native 
or tame species of perennial forage crops. Improvement practices are feasible. 

Soils in this class are capable of producing native forage crops only. Improvement practices 
are not feasible. 

Soils in this class have no capability for arable agriculture or permanent pasture. 

Unimproved or virgin organic soils are not included in classes 1 to 7, and are designated by the 
letter ‘0’. 

CLASS 3 

CLASS 4 

CLASS 5 

CLASS 6 

CLASS 7 

CLASS O 



L 

Capability Subclass (Und of Limitation) 
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The capability subciass represents a grouping of 
mils that have the Same kind of limitations for crop produc- 
tion. If more than one limiting condition is recognized in a 

particular area, the subclasses are listed in order of their 
importance. 

L 

- 
Table 12. Description of capability subclasses. 

- Limitations due to climatic deficiencies. . . . . .  
Cm 
Cs 

Depicts a moisture deficiency due to insufficient precipitation. 

Depicts a heat deficiency expressed in terms of length of growing Season and frost-free pend. 

- Limitations due to soil deficiencies are caused by adverse physical, chemicai and . . .  

D 

F 

M 

N 

S 

morphological properties of the mil. 

Depicts adverse soil structure in the upper layers (A and B horizons) that affects the condition 
of the seedbed, prevents or restricts root growth and penenation, or adversely affects moisture 
permeability and percolation. 

Depicts adverse fertility characteristics of mils having naturally low inherent fertility due to iack 
of avaiiable nutrients, high acidity or aikalinity, high calcium carbonate content or inadquate 
cation exchange capacity. 

Depicts an insuffiCient soil water-holding capacity, due to the combined effects of the texturai 
characteristics of the top 1 m and by the organic matter content of the surface horizon. 

Depictsexcessivesoii salinityandapplies tosoilswith eitherhighalkalinityorasufficientcontent 
of soluble salts to adversely affect crop growth or the range of crops which can be grown. 

Depicts a variety of adverse soil characteristics. It is used in a collective Sense in place of 
subclasses M, D, F and N, where more than two of them are present, or where two of these occur 
in addition to some other limitation, 
. .  mitations - Limitations due to adverse characteristics of the soil landscape. 

Depicts a limitation in agriculturai use of the soil as the result of unfavorable topography. It 
includes hazards to cultivation and cropping imposed by increasing degree of slope as weii as by 
the irregulanty of field pattern and lack of soi1 uniformity. 

Depicts a limitation due to excess water caused by either poor soil drainage, a high groundwater 
table or to seepage and local runoff. It does not include limitations that are the result of flooding. 

Depicts a limitation caused by excess Stones and it applies to soils that are sufficiently stony that 
the difficuity of tillage, seeding and harvesting are significantly increased. 

Depicts a limitation caused by actual damage from wind anaor water erosion. 

Depicts a limitation due to inundation and applies to soils subjected to flooding by lakes or 
sireams, but does not include locai ponding in undrained depressions. 

Depicts a limitation due to shallowness to bedrock and applies to soils where the rooting zone is 
resmcted. 

Soils having a moderate limitation due to the accumulative effect of two or more adverse 
characteristics of the soil and the landscape which singly are not serious enough to affect the class 
rating. 

T 

W 

P 

E 

1 

R 

X 
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4.5 SURFACE pH 

The pH scale, which ranges from O to 14 is used to 
indicate the relative acidity or alkalinity of a solution. A soii 
with a pH value of 7.0 is neutrai, while one with a value less 
than 7.0 is acidic, and one with a value greater than 7.0 is 
alkaiine. 

The pH values indicated in the table in Section 6.0 are for 
the surface iayer of soi1 which ranges in thickness from 10 to 
20 cm. The soii pH was determined using a mixture of one 
part mil with one part distilled water. A soii with a pH 
between 6.5 and 7.5 provides the best environment for crop 
growth. Yields of sweet cloverandaïfalfaarereduced below 

Table 14. Definition of surface DH svmbol. 

xo 
x1 
x2 
x3 
A0 
A l  
A2 
A3 
A4 
BO 
B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 
B5 

XI0 
X5A3B2 
XB3 
X6C?D2 
A5B5 
A7B2C* 
ASB2C3 
A3B4C3 
A3B3C3D1 
B7A2C1 
B4C4A2 
B7C3 
BSCS 
B6CW 
B7A3 

a pH of 6.0. A pH of 5.5 or less may d u c e  the fields of 
wheat, barley and canola. - 

Table 13. Surface pH classes. 

X lessthan5.5 Moderatelyacid 
A 5.5 to6.0 Slightiy acid 
B 6.1 to6.7 Slightly acid to neutral 
C 6.8 to7.5 Neutrai to slightiy aikaline 
D greaterthan7.5 Aikaline 

B6 
c1 
c2 
c3 
c4 
c5 
C6 
c7 
DO 
D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 
U 

B 7 F  
C5B4D’ 
CB3  
C B W  
c9D‘ 
CSB?D3 
CD3 
c6D4 
D4C3X3 
D5C5 
D7C3 
D9C‘ 
DSC3B2 
Unclassified 

~~ ~~~~ 

EX AMPLE 

Symbol- B1 = B V A 2  

B4 - 

c4 - 

A2 - 

40% of surface area has a pH in the “B” range (6.1 - 6.7) 

40% of surface ara has a pH in the “C” range (6.8 - 7.5) 

20% of surface area has a pH in the “A” range (5.5 - 6.0) 
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Shallow Marsh. Contains vegetation composed of 
various intermediate-height grasses, sedges, and forbs. 
Flooding normally lasts untii July or early August 
Emergent Deep Marsh. Contains vegetaiion a m -  
posed of coarse grass-like plants such as bulnishes and 
cattaiis. Water normally persists into late summer and 
fail and occasionally throughout the winter. 
Open Water Marsh. Contains an open water zone thai 
cccupies less than 75% of the wetiand's diameter. 
Plants that occur in the open water area are either 
submerged rooted or floating. Water is normally per- 
sistent throughout the year, except in times of extreme 
drought. 
Shallow Open Water Wetland. The shallow open 
water wetiand has an open water zone that mupies 
greater than 75% of the wetland's diameter. 
Open Alkali Wetland. Contains a high concentration 
of salts in the minerai materiai throughout the extent of 
the wetiand. The length of time the wetland is f l d e d  
varies frorn a few weeks to months. When the wetiand 
is dry, a sait crust usually forms on the soil surface. 
Cultivated Wetland. Any wetland ihat has been ai- 
tered by cultivation. 
Bog. Wetlands having an accumulation of mosses and 
forest peat materials. 
Fen. Wetiands associated wiih nutrient-rich ground- 
water, and having an accumulation of sedge residues. 
Lake. Named lakes, and other large waterbodies that 
are predominantly open water and greater than 2 m in 
depth. 
No Wetlands. Wetiands occupy less than 1% of the 
mapped area. 

4.6 WETLANDS CLASSIFICATION 
d 

Wetlands are intermittent, semipermanent, or perma- 
nent waterbodies and include areas that havebeen drained as 
well as areas in which organic mils mur. Undisturbed 
wetlands are used extensively by wildiife for shelter, breeû- 
ing habitat, and as feeding areas. Agricultural use of wet- 
lands is often limited. However, mme wetlands may pro- 
vide native forage or hay for livestock, and trees may be 
used from some organic wetiands. If drained, these wet- 
lands may support annual crop or hay production. 

The size and type of wetiand is often reflective of the 
I permanence of a wetland. Generally the iarger a wetland 

and the more open water there is, the more permanent it is. 
Nevertheless, wetlands will be influenced by mxnt climatic 
conditions. Due to the drought of the 19803, for example, 
many wet meadows and shailow marshes have become dry 
enough to cultivate. In wetter years, it may be that many of 
these areas will become flooded and they may not be fea- 
sible to farm without installing drainage. 

Wetiands mur in aimost ail areas, but are often not 
large enough to be mapped as individuai areas. The wet- 
lands classification attempts to indicate the types of wet- 
lands that mur in each soil area mapped, as Weil as their 
approximate size and extent It may, however, also be used 
to describe an individuai wetland that is large enough to be 
delineated on the map. The wetland types can be identified 
using characteristic vegetation types, and the size and extent 
of wetiands dismbuted in the landscape is estimated using 
air photo interpretation. 

- 

-_ 

- 

Wetland Symboi 

The wetlands symbol is composed of: an extent class, 
foilowed by a wetland type, a size class, and a water quality 
rating. 

Wetiand Type 

I 
ExtentClass - 4 ~ 2 - N  - WaterQuaiity 

I 
size class 

For example: an area with the Welland symbol4S2-N wwld be 
interpreted as follows: 20 to 40% of the arem has shaliow marshes that 
are 1 to 5 a c m  in size, with fresh to moderately saline water. There 
may be two wetiand symbols iisted in the Soi1 interpretation section. 
The Eust symbol refers KI the most m m o n  wetland type in the 
polygon, and the seccnd symbol refen to the next most common. 
Intermediate types of wetlands can also be expeaed in most m s .  
Ten types of wellands are identified. A description of the Welland 
types and classes foliow. 

Wetiand Types 

W- Wet Meadow. Contains vegetation composed mainly 
of fine-textured grasses and sedges of low stature inter- 
mixed with various forbs. Occasionally willows will 
dominate the wet meadow. Normaily wet meadows are 
flooded for only three or four weeks in the springtime. 

S -  

E -  

0- 

P -  

A -  

C -  

B -  

F -  

L -  

N -  

Wetland Extent and Size Ciasses 

The proportion of the polygon that has wetlands is 
estimated and given an extent class. The main size classes 
of wetiands in the polygon is also determined. 

Table 15. Wetland extent and size class limits. 

1 1 - 5  
2 5 - 10 
3 10 - 20 
4 20 - 40 
5 40 - 70 
6 > 70 

1 e l  
2 1 - 5  
3 5 - 10 

10 - 20 4 
5 20 - 40 
6 > 4 0  

Water Quality 

vegeta tion . 
Quaiity of the water is estimated based upon the wetiand 

N - Fresh toModerately Saline. Waterconductivity is less 
than 15,000 ps/cm3. 

H - Saline to Highly Saline. Water conductivity is greater 
than 15,000 p/cm3. Plants that are known to occur 
where it is saline are red samphire, alkali grass, and 
prairie buirush. 
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4.7 WIND EROSION 

Wind Erosion Potential 

The caiculation of wind erosion potentiai is based on the 
following formula: 

E(p) = C XT x 1 x K 

E(p) Potentiai annuai soil loss. 

C Climatic factor (basd on average wind ve- 
locity and temperature). Valuesarecompiled 
from weather stations and are presented on a 
rural municipality basis. 

T Landscape factor (based on slope class and 
surface form). Topography, including the 
differences in relief between one location and 
another, the direction, steepness and fre- 
quency of slopes, andthecomparativerough- 
ness of the land's surface, has a pronouncd 
effect on the potenriai erodibility of soils. 

Table 16. Wind erosion suscentibilitv classes. 

X Soil erociibility factor (based on texture). 
The relative proportions of sand, silt and Clay 
presentinfluenceasoil'sabüity toabsorband 
retain moisture and, consequently, to form 
aggregates resistant to wind erosion. Coarse- 
textured soils have a "single grain" srnicture 
lacking sufficient amounts of silt and Clay to 
bind individual sand particles together. Con- 
sequently, these soils are readily broken 
down and eroded by wind. Fine and medium- 
texwred mils have a higher water-holding 
capacity and stronger surface attraction. This 
resuits in a good soil structure with a high 
degree of resistance to wind erosion. 

K Soil ridge roughness factor (based on tex- 
ture). 

The E@) values from the formula are used to predict a 
soil's susceptibility to wind erosion if the soil surface is bare 
(i.e. it is in summerfailow with no growth and no organic 
residue on the surface). Management practices and theactual 
amount of past wind erosion that has occurred are not 
considered. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

U 

Very Low Good soil management and average growing conditions will produce a crop 
with sufficient residue to protect these mils against wind erosion. 

Good soil management and average growing conditions may produce a crop 
with sufficient residue to protect these soils against wind erosion. 

Moderate Average growing conditions may not supply adequate residue to protect these 
mils against wind erosion. Enhanced mil management practices are necessary 
to control wind erosion. 

High Averagegrowing conditions will notprovidesufficient residue toprotect these 
mils against wind erosion. Coarse-textured soils may be seeded to Pasture or 
to forage crops to prevent severe degradation of the mil. 

Very High These mils should not be used for annual cropping, but rather for Pasture and 
forage crops which will protect the surface from Severe degradation. 

Extremely High These mils must be left in permanent Pasture and are not capable of sustaining 
arable agriculture, 

Unclassified Unclassified areas (e.g. Wetlands). 
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4.8 WATER EROSION L Slope length factor. 

Water Erosion Potential d S Slope steepness factor. 

C Cover and management factor. 

Support practice factor. 
The potentiai water erosion classes are obtained by using 

theuniversai SoilLossEquation. Thisequationisanerosion 
mode1 developed in the United States to predict long term 
average soil losses h r n  runoff. The equation is: 

I 

Assessrnent of potential water erosion for a particular 

A - 

R - 

K 

area is independeniof current management practices and 
therefore theC andP factors in the equation are heldconstant 

When using this information, it should be remembered 
that the class assigned to an ara is an estimation of potential 
erosion for the entire area and that individual soils may mur 
within the area thai vary significantiy from the assigned 
class. 

Computed 10% per unit area (tons per acre 
Per Year). 

Rainfall erosivity factor (the arnount and 
intensity of rainfaii an area receives). 

Soi1 erodibility factor (calculatedusing sev- 
eral physid soil properties; texture, organic 
matter, infiltration rate and structure). 

Table 17. Water erosion susceptibility classes. 

1 VeryLow 

2 Low 

3 Moderate 

4 High 

5 Very High 

U Unclassified 

D or G 
Modifers 

Conventionai soil management will produce sufficient residue to protect the 
soil from water erosion. 

Conventional soil management and average growing conditions should pro- 
duce sufficient residue to protect the soil from water erosion. 

Conventional farming practices will resdt in a steady loss of soil due to water 
erosion. Conservation practices should be instituted to prevent degradation of 
these soiis. 

Rapid loss of soil will occur unless conservation practices are instituted. Al1 
gullies in these areas should be grassed. 

These soils should not be broken due to their water erosion hazard. If broken, 
perenniai crops or permanent forage should replace annual crops. 

Unclassified areas (e.g. Wetiands). 

If an area was observed to be gullied (G) or dissected (D) (dissections behg 
shallow gullies that canbe crossed with farm irnplernents), these symbols were 
added to the erosion class symbol to indicate that higher rates of erosion may 
mur on the steeper slopes dong the edges of the dissection or gully ifthey are 
left unprotected. 
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4.10 SAND AND GRAVEL 
d 

The sand and gravel symbol shows the location of near these areas contain sands and gravels of sufficient volume or 
surface sources of sandy and gravelly materials. The quality to enable commercial development. 
materials can range from mixtures of sand and silt to CO- The term sand refers to materials with greater ihan 50% 
graveiiysand. Thesematerialsmaybeusedforconcrete,sub- sand and with less than 15% clay. Grave1 refers to materiais 
base for roads, iraffic gravel or pervious borrow for fil having a significant component of particles greater than 2 
purposes. This symbol does not suggest whether any of mm in diameter. 

- 

- 

Table 19. Description of sand and gravel symbol. 

SGO 

s1 

G1 

SG1 

s2 

G2 

SG2 

s3 

G3 

SG3 

s4 

G4 

SG4 

U 

No sandy or gravelly materiais recognized 

Sandy materials occupy 1-15% of landscape 

Graveliy materials occupy 1-15% of landscape 

Sandy and graveiiy materials occupy 1-15% of landscape 

Sandy matenais occupy 1540% of landscape 

Gravelly materials occupy 1540% of landscape 

Sandy and gravelly materials occupy 1540% of landscape 

Sandy materials occupy 40-70% of landscape 

Gravelly materials occupy 40-70% of iandscape 

Sandy and graveliy materials occupy 40-70% of landscape 

Sandy materials occupy greater than 70% of landscape 

Graveüy materials occupy greater than 70% of landscape 

Sandy and gravelly materials occupy greater than 70% of landscape 

Unclassi fied 



P ~ c  4-14 

0.2 1 
0.22 

Clay 
Silty clay 
Heavy clay 0.23 

An estimate of the amount of available soil moisture may 
be of value in decision-making regardmg the seeding of 
stubble land and thelevel of fertiiizer inputs required. In most 
cases, such decisions rely, in part, on an estimate of expected 
yield. Since yield is largely a function of soil moisture 
conditions, an estimate of the amount of soil moistm avail- 
able to the crop over the growing season can be used to assess 
the probability of obtaining a given yield. 

difference. 

Example: If a loam-textured soil were moist to a depth 

Calculation of Available Soi1 Moisture 

Example: If a loam-textured soil were moist to a depth 
of 500 mm, it would contain about 70 mm (500 x O. 14) 
of available water. 

To calculate the amount of available water in the mil, 
multiply the soil's avaiiable water-holding capacity ( s e  
Table 20) by the depth of moist mil. 

Table 20. Availabie soil water-holding capacity in rela- 
tion to soi1 texture. 

of 500 mm, what would be the probability of obtaining 
a wheat yield of at least 1500 kgha? 

1. Stored soil moisture = (500 x 0.14) = 70 mm. 
2. Total moisture requirements = 200 mm. 
3. Moisture required = (200 - 70) = 130 mm. 
4. Probability of receiving at least 130 mm is about 

72%. 

The amount of soil moisture available to the crop quais 
the amount stored in the soii prior to seeding, plus that 
received as precipitation during the growing season. Avaii- 
able soi1 moisture pnor to seeding can be estimated using 
Table 20. The probability of receiving various amounts of 
precipitation over the growing season is given in Table 21. 

Table 21. Probability (9%) of receiving the indi- 
cated amountsof growing-season precipitation 
(May 15 to August 13). 

Wheat 
Oats 
Barley 
Flax 
Canola 

Precipitation (mm). 
60 85 100 125 145 170 200 220 245 260 

Probability (96) 
>95 90 85 75 65 50 35 25 15 10 

a Precipitation data from Kuroki weather station. 

600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 3000 3300 .O15 
640 950 1270 1590 1910 2230 2540 2860 3180 3500 .O26 
740 1110 1480 1850 2210 2580 2950 3320 3690 4060 .O19 
360 500 660 830 990 1160 1320 1490 1650 1820 .O16 
360 540 720 900 1080 1270 1440 1620 1800 1980 .O18 

Exampie: If the probability of receiving 170 mm of 
precipitation were 50%. then W 170 mm ofprecipi- 

Loamy Sand 
Sandy loam 
Fine sandy loam 

Very fine sandy loam 
Sandy clay loam 
Loam 
Silt loam 
clay loam 
Silty clay loam 

0.05 
0.08 
0.09 

0.10 
0.12 
0.14 

0.16 
0.17 
0.20 

tation could be expecteü in 5 out of 10 years. 

To asses the probabiiity of obtaining a given yield 

1. Estimate the available soi1 moisture prior to seeding. 
2. Determine the total moisture requirements (Table 

3. Assess the probability of receiving enough precipita- 
Uon during the growing season to make up the 

22). 

I I 
Yields are basedon good management and reasonably normal seasonal climatic conditions, particularly withrespect to the tirnelines 
of rainfaii events. Actual yields may exceed estimates under abnormally favorable conditions, orbe below estimates due to weeds, 
disease, low fertiiity, or adverse climatic extremes. 
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5. ACREAGE FACTS 
Rural Municipality of Preeceville, Number 334 

TOTAL AREA ....................... 142417 .... 351912 

S O L  CAPABILITY FOR AGRiCULTüRE 
Class 1 .................................. 6529 ...... 16134 
Ciass 2 ................................ 25583 ...... 63215 
Class 3 ................................ 58223 .... 143869 
Class 4 ................................ 13085 ...... 32334 
Class 5 ................................ 12234 ...... 30231 
Class 6 ................................ 12716 ...... 31421 
Class 7 .................................... 281 .......... 695 
Class O................................ 12757 ...... 31523 

IRRIGATION SUITABILITY 
Excellent ..................................... O .............. O 
Good ................................... 22454 ...... 55483 
Fair...................................... 64221 .... 158690 
Poor ..................................... 54735 .... 135250 

SALINITY 
Very Strong ................................ O .............. O 
Strong ....................................... 90 .......... 222 
Moderate ................................. 116 .......... 287 
Weak ....................................... 255 .......... 631 
None ................................. 141955 .... 350772 

SAND AND GRAVEL 
Sandy .................................... 2701 ........ 6675 
Sandy and Gravelly .............. 4256 ...... 10516 
Graveliy ................................ 7631 ...... 18855 

STONES 
Non- to Slightiy Stony ........ 41599 .... 102790 
Moderately Stony ............... 97273 .... 240362 
Very Stony ............................ 2236 ........ 5525 
Excessively Stony ....................... O .............. O 

SURFACE pH (Soi1 Acidity) 
X ( < 5.5) ........................ 8335 ...... 20595 
A (5.5 . 6.0) ........................ 7935 ...... 19607 
B (6.1 - 6.7) ..- .................. 18777 ...... 46397 
C (6.8 . 7.5) ...................... 57223 .... 141399 
D ( > 7.5) ...................... 48754 .... 120472 

SURFACE TEXTURE 
San&..................................... 5561 ...... 13740 
Sandy Loams ...................... 10742 ...... 26544 
barns  ............................... 108187 .... 267329 
Clay Loams ........................... 8200 ...... 20262 

Organics ................................ 8419 ...... 20803 
clays ........................................... O .............. O 

WlND EROSION POTENTIAL 
Very Low .......................... 115618 .... 285691 
Low ..................................... 11993 ...... 29635 
Moderate ............................... 4949 ...... 12230 
High ........................................ 129 .......... 319 
Very High ................................... O .............. O 
Extremely High .......................... O .............. O 

WATER EROSION POTENTIAL 
Very Low .............................. 8253 ...... 20393 
Low ..................................... 95291 .... 235464 
Moderate ............................. 26395 ...... 65221 
High ...................................... 1850 ........ 4572 
Very High ............................... 900 ........ 2225 

WETLANDS AND POORLY DRAINED SOLS 
Open water and lakes ............ 1248 ........ 3084 
Wet, poorly drained soils .... 21770 ...... 53793 
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6. INTERPRETIVE DATA TABLES 

Ana 
Na 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

- 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

- - 
- 

- 

Slopb Land Suriace 
MapUnt Cbss Fonn Texture Sallnity 

Wetlanda 
Cbssifkation 

Wlnd 
E m .  

1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

- Watrr 
h. 

2 
2 
2 
1 
U 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

- Past 
m. 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 

wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
W4G 
W3G 
wo 
wo 

WlG 
W1G 
wo 
wo 
U 
U 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
U 
U 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
W1 G 

- Sand/ Acmage 
Gnvrl (ac) 

Stone 
CbSS 

s2 
52 
s2 
s2 
so 
s2 
52 
s2 
52 
52 

Inigatlon 

4Cwi 
Pdv 
2Bdt2p 
4cwi 
4Cwi 
2Ddv 
2Ddv 
m 
m 
2Ddv 

- PH 
85 
B5 
c6 
65 
xo 
B5 
B5 
85 
a5 
a5 

- 
MwWVl 3 
WVMP5 3 
wv4 3 
Mwwvl 2 
MPSP2M 1 
wvMP5 3 
wvMP5 3 
wv2 3 
wv2 3 
wvMP5 2-3 
Mann Lake 
MPSP2F 1 
WV2 3 
MP2ï 1 
MP2F 1 
WVl 3 
MP2F 1 
Hw 5-6 
RwAV2 2 
Mwwvl 2 
wvl 3 
Etomami Lake 
W h l  4 
WhWv3 3 
M P F  1 
MP2F 1 
WZ3 1 
WZ3 1 
wvl 3 
WVl 3 
wv2 3 
wv2 3 
MP2F 1 
wv2 3 
MPPF 1 
WZ3 1 
WZ2 1 
MP2F 1 
W P 5  3 
MP2F 1 
WvMP4 3 
WVMP5 3 
WV2 3 
Wv6 3 
WV2 3 
wVMP6 3 
Wv6 4 
Peierson Lake 
W p l 5  4 
Wv6 4 
WvWh9 3 
WV8 4 
ws2 3 
Whl 3 
Rw 3 
wS2 34 
W h l  4 
Wv6 4 
WV2 3 
SP1 F 1 
Wright Lake 
WV2 4 
wvl 34 
wv6 3 
SP1 F 1 

u cl4 O 
h 1-0 O 
h I  O 
u ci-1 O 
H o  O 
h IQ O 
h l o  O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
U 1-0 O 

5E3-N 
4B3-N,2EP-N 
N 
5E3-N 
5B5-N,5F5-N 
4B3-N,2E2-N 
4B3-N,2E2-N 
2E2-N,2S2-N 
2E2-N,2S2-N 
4E3-N.483-N 

S G O  148.4 
S G O  12322.4 
SGO 587.7 
S G O  689.7 
u 6488.9 
SGO 53.4 
SGO 1295 
SGO 352.9 
SGO 297.1 
SGO 7068.4 

847.3 
U 1168.7 
S G O  950.6 
U 57.2 
u 300.9 
SGO 3274.9 
U 20323 
S G O  1166.4 
SGO 332.0 
S G O  125 
SGO 3821.6 

422 
SGO 385.4 
SGO 942.0 
u 573.4 
U 3406.7 

S G O  63.9 
S G O  233.1 
S G O  49.7 
SGO lc6.0 
S G O  472.0 
u 138.1 
S G O  16.6 
u 4569.5 
SGO 37.8 
SGO 89.5 
U 87.6 
S G O  663.9 
U 1370.8 
S G O  10795.0 
S G O  12.6 
S G O  1564.0 
S G O  3230.7 
SGO 3964.9 
SGO 7624.3 
SGO 1339.4 

101.7 
S G O  926.6 
SGO 5443.2 
S G O  1221.7 
SGO 676.9 
G4 310.3 
S G O  2037.3 
S G O  1916.0 
G4 4664.8 
S G O  22525 
SGO 3226.0 
S G O  13726.3 
U 318.5 

60.9 
SGO 2127.2 
SGO 1000.3 
SGO 2218.9 
u 290.0 

SGO 328 

U 
2 
U 
U 
2 
U 
5G 
3 
1 
2 

H o  O 
h I  O 
H o  O 
H o  O 
h I  O 
H o  O 
hg 1 O 
uc si1 3sD 
u d-l O 
h l  O 

hd I O 
M I  O 
H o  O 
H o  O 
l u  O 
t u  O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
H o  O 
h I  O 
H o  O 
l u  O 
l u  O 
H o  O 
h 10 O 
H o  O 
h 1-0 O 
h 1-0 O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
h 1-0 O 
hd I O 

4Cwi 
xdv 
4cwi 
4cwi 
2Bdt2v 
4Cwi 
4Dce 
4DcQ 
4Cwi 
2Bdm 

so 
s2 
so 
so 
s2 
so 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 

xo 
85 
xo 
xo 
B5 
xo 
85 
Dl  
B5 
85 

5B5N3P5-N 
2E2-N.2S2-N 
666-N 
666-N 
1 E l  -N,lSl-N 
6B6-N 
N 
5E2-N,4S2-N 
5E3-N 
lEl-N,lSl-N 

1S1-N 
1S1-N 
6B6-N 
6B6-N 
6P6-N 
6P6-N 
1El -N,lSl-N 
1 E l  -N,1 S1-N 
2E2-N,2S2-N 
2E2-N,2S2-N 
6B6-N 
2E2-N,2S2-N 
6B6-N 
6P6-N 
6P6-N 
6B6-N 
4B3-N,3E3-N 
6B6-N 
4B2-N 
4B3-N,3E3-N 
2S1 -N,X l  -N 
PSP-N,Xl-N 
3SP-N,1 C l  -N 
3B2-N,2EP-N 
2S2-N,Xl-N 

3SP-N,lCl-N 
2S1 -N,Xl-N 
1C1-N 
N 
N 
N 
6E2-N,3S2-N 
1 S1 -N 
1 S1 -N 
2E2-N,X2-N 
2E2-N.2SP-N 
6F6-N 

U 
1 
U 
U 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 

3D 
2D 

Xdt2 
2Bdm 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4cwi 
2Bdm 
2Bdt2v 
xdv 
xdv 
4Cwi 
xdv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
PDdv 
4Cwi 
PDdv 
2Ddv 
xdv 
m 
xdv 
PDdv 
Xdtîv 

s2 
s2 
so 
so 
U 
U 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
so 
s2 
so 
U 
U 
so 
ç2 
so 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
52 
s2 
s2 

c6 
c6 
xo 
xo 
U 
U 
85 
B5 
c 2  
c 2  
xo 
c 2  
xo 
U 
U 
xo 
85 
xo 
B5 
B5 
c2  
c6 
c6 
95 
c6 

1 
1 
U 
U 
U 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
U 
U 
U 
U 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
U 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3D 

h CI-SI O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
hd I O 
ud SI O 
hd l O 
hd I O 
hd SI O 
hd I O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
H o  O 

Xqa 
mt2v 
2Bdt2v 
mt2 
4Bmtlp 
1 Bt2p 
4Dct2 
4Cmt2p 
mt2 
mt2v 
m 
4Cwi 

s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s3 
s2 
s2 
52 
so 

c6 
c6 
c6 
c6 
D1 
c6 
c6 
D1 
c6 
c6 
B5 
xo 

2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
U 

3 
3 
2 
3D 
2D 
2D 
3D 
2D 
3D 
3 
2 
U 

wo 
wo 
wo 
W1G 
wo 
W1G 
W4G 
W1G 
WiG 
wo 
wo 
wo 

h I  O 
h I  O 
h I  O 
H o  O 

mt2v 
ml2 
xdv 
4Cwi 

52 
s2 
s2 
so 

c6 
c6 
c6 
xo 

2E2AN31-N 
1 S2-N,lC2-N 
X)3-N,2S2-N 
6F6-N 

3 
2 
2 
U 

wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
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Ami Siope Land Sudace Stone Agrfcuihinl Wetlands Wind Waîei Part San& Acraagr 
Na MapUnü C h u  Form Texture Sallnity ldgatlon Clam Capabllliy pH Ciassiikatbn Ems. Ems. Ems. Gravd (ac) 

66 Mwl 
67 Mwl 
aWv2 
69 wvsP1 
7oM 
71 Wv4 
72 Gbl 
73 wv7 
74 Gbl 
75 wv6 
7 6 R w  
77 Gt6 
78 Gbl 
79 wv5 
80 wvwhs 
81 WhPy5 
82 WhWv2 
83 wv7 
84 Gbl 
85 Whl 
86 WhWv2 
87 Wvî 
88 WvWh5 
89 Wh5 
90 PyWh2 
91 wvwhs 
92 PyWh4 
9 3 R w  
94 Pywh4 
95 WhWv2 
96 WhPy4 
97 Wzl 
98 Py3 
99 Wzl 

100 Pym4 
101 Py5 
102 Fiw 
la3 Fiw 
104 Whl 
105 wz3 
106 PyNcl 
107 PyW 
108 WhPy2 
109 WhMel 
110 ws2 
111 Whl 
112 ws2 
113 Ladyiake 
114 Ws5 
115 MeWs1 
116 Ws4 
117 Ws2 
118 Wh5 
119 Pywh5 
120 WhPy2 
121 ws2 
122 Rw 
123 ws1 
124 Rw 

3 u  
3 u  
3 h  
3 h  
4 h  
6 h  
3 u d  
4 h d  
2 u  
5 4 h  
3 h d  
3 u  
4 h  
3 h  
3 4 h  
4 h  
4 - 3 h  
4 h  
3 u d  
4 - 3 h  
4-3 h 
4 - 3 h  
3 u  
3 h  
3 u  
3 h  
3-2 u 
4-5 hd 
3-2 u 
3 h  
3 h  
1 1  
3 h  
1 1  
3 u  
3 u  
3 h d  
6-3 hd 
3 h  
1 1  
2-3 u 
3 u  
4-3 h 
3 h  
3 hd 

4 h  

54 hd 
5 4 h  
3 4 h  

4 h  

3 h  
4 hd 
3 4  hd 
3 h  
34 hd 

4-5 h 

4-5 h 

4-3 h 

125 
126 
127 
1 28 
129 
130 
131 
1 32 
133 
134 
135 

Nelson Lake 
Wsl 3 4 h  
MWl 2 u  
Whl 3 h  
WZ3 1 1  
PyWh3 3 h 
Rw 3 h d  
Loch Lomond 
Wsl 34 hd 
Pe8 3 ud 
WS3 3 h  

I 
I 
I 
1-0 
1 
I 
SI 
I 
SI 
I 
l 
SI 
SI 
I 
I 
ccl 
cd 
I 
SI 
Id 
Id 
Id 
ICI 
ICI 
d-l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Icl 
U 
Id 
U 
d-l 
Cl-l 
I 
I 
l 
U 
CI-l 
Id 
ICI 
Csl 
1s-SI 
I 
SI-1s 

gsl 
1s-SI 
$-SI 
SI-1s 
I 
Id 
ICI 
k-sl 
I 
SI 
I 

SI 
1 
I 
U 
I 
I 

SI 
SI 
SI 

O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1WP 
O 
1WP 
IWP 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1 MP 
1 MPA 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O 
3MP 
2WP 

4cwi 
4cwi 
m 
2Ddv 
mt2v 
2Ddi2 
4Bmtl 
mi2 
4Am 
mt2v 
4Dct2 
4Cmv 
4Cmt2 
Xdv 
Xdt2v  
1 ct2v 
mt2v 
Xdt2  
4Bmtl 
1 ct2 
mt2v 
mt2v 
xdv 
1 c v  
m 
2 C d V  
lBtlv 
4Dct2 
lBtlv 
xdv 
1BVt2 
4Cwi 
1 cv  
4cm 
2Bqvtl 
xqv 
4Dct2 
4Dct2 
1 Bi2v 
4Cwi 
2BqtlV 
x s v  
1 ct2v 
1 cv  
4Bmt2v 
1 Ci2 
4Cmt2 

4Dmv 
3Cmt2 
4Cmt2 
4Cmt2 
1 ct2v 
1 ct2v 
1 cv  
4Cmt2 
4Dct2 
4BmQ 
4Dct2 

4Cmt2 
4Cwi 
1812 
4Cwi 
1812 
4Dct2 

4Cmü 
4Csv 
4Dmv 

SO 5(10)W 

S2 3(8)D5(2)W 

52 3(8)DT5(2)W 
52 5(lO)T 
52 4(10)M 
52 3(10)DT 
S1 4(10)M 
52 3(8)DT5(2)W 

S1 4(8)M5(2)W 
S1 4(10)M 
52 3(8)D5(2)W 
S2 3(5)DT2(3)C6(2)W 
S1 3(8)T5(2)W 
S2 3(8)TD5(2)W 
S2 3(9)DT5(1)W 
52 4(10)M 
52 3(9)DT5(1)W 
52 3(8)TD5(2)W 
S2 3(8)DT5(2)W 
52 3(6)D2(2)C5(2)W 
S2 2(8)D5(2)W 
SI 2(8)X5(2)W 
52 3(5)D2(3)C5(2)W 
S1 2(9)D5(1)W 
S2 6(1O)WE 
S1 2(9)DT5(1)W 
S2 2(4)03(4)D5(2)W 
S2 2(9)X5(1)W 

S2 2(8)X5(2)W 

S2 2(9)X4(1)W 
S1 2(8)X5(2)W 
S2 q10)WE 
S2 5(10)TW 
SI 2(6)D3(3)M5(1)W 
U 7(10)W 
S1 1(6)2(4)X 
SI 2(8)X5(2)W 
S2 3(6)T2(2)D5(2)W 
S1 2(7)M3(3)M 
S2 4(10)M 
52 3(6)T4(4)T 
S1 4(10)M 

S2 4(7)MT5(2)W6(1)W 
SI 4(1O)TM 
S2 4(9)M5(1)W 
S2 4(1O)MT 
S1 3(8)DT5(2)W 
SI 2(6)D3(2)T5(2)W 
S2 2(8)D5(2)W 
S2 4(10)M 
SO 6(10)WT 
SO 4(10)M 
SO 6(10)WT 

SO 4(10)M 
S2 6(10)W 
S2 2(10)D 
U 7(10)W 
s2 2(10)X 
SO q1o)WT 

so 5(lO)W 

s2 3(7)W3) 

s2 q1o)w 

u Y7)W6(3)W 

u 5(7)W6(3)W 

SO 4(10)M 
SO 3(8)MN5(2)W 
SO 4(1O)MW 

D l  6S6-N 
D1 6%-N 
C6 2S1-N.2CI-N 
85 4F3-N 
C6 2Sl-N,Xl-N 
C 6 N  
D l  N 
C û N  
Dl  N 
C6 2S2-N,Xl-N 
C6 6E2-N,3S2-N 
D1 3S2-N 
D1 1S1-N 
C6 2S2-N,Xl-N 
C6 2E2-N,lS2-N 
02 2S2-N.2C1-N 
C6 2S2-N,XI-N 
C6 2S2-N 
D1 N 
C6 lS2-N,ICl-N 
C6 2S2-N,Xl-N 
C6 2S2-N,XI-N 
C6 2S2-N,Xl-N 
C6 2S2-N,Xl-N 
D2 2S2-N,XI-N 
C6 2S1-N,Xl-N 
D1 lS2-N,lCl-N 
D l  4E2-N,3S2-N 
D l  lCl-N,lS2-N 
C6 2S2-N,Xl-N 
D1 lCl-N,lS2-N 
U 6W€-N 

U 6W6-N 
D l  Xl-N,2S2-N 

D3 1Cl-N,lWl-N 
D i  2S2-N,Xl-N 
D2 5E2-N,4S2-N 
D1 5ç5-N 
C6 lSZ-N,lCl-N 
U 6F6-N 
D1 1C1-N 
D2 2S2-N,X1 -N 
D2 2S2-N,XI-N 
C6 IC1-N 
D l  1S1-N 
C6 1 9 - N  
D1 N 

D1 4%-N 
D1 1 3 - N  
D l  2S2-N,lCl-N 
D1 1%-N 
C6 2S2-N,Xl-N 
D2 2S2-N,Xl-N 
C6 2S2-N,XI-N 

C6 4E2-NAS2-N 
D1 1S1-N 
C6 4E2-N,4S2-N 

D l  N 

D i  lEl-N,IOl-N 
C6 6S5-N 
C 6 N  

C 6 N  
U 6P6-N 

C6 5E2-N.4F2-N 

D1 N 
O3 2S2-N,Xl-N 
O3 XI -N,2S1 -N 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 

3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 

2 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
5 
20 
30 
1 
2 
30 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2D 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4D 
2 
2 
2 
U 
2 
U 
2 
2 
3D 
4D 
2 
U 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1D 
3 
3 

3D 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2D 
3D 
2 
30 

2 
1 
2 
U 
2 
30 

20 
2D 
2 

wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
W X  
wo 
wo 
W4G 
wo 
W2K 
wo 
wo 
W1G 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
W4G 
wo 
wo 
wo 
U 
wo 
U 
wo 
W1G 
W3G 
U 
wo 
U 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
W2K 
wo 
W2K 

U 
W2K 
W2K 
W2K 
wo 
wo 
wo 
wo 
W3G 
W2K 
W3G 

W2K 
wo 
wo 
U 
wo 
W3G 

W2K 
wo 
W2K 

S G O  15.4 
S G O  14.2 
SGO 14512 
S G O  1943.6 
S G O  3049.9 
S G O  198.2 
G4 119.1 
SGO 9.9 
G4 185.9 
SGO 45402 
SGO 680.5 
G4 557.5 
G4 536.4 
SGO 1953.6 
SGO 8004.8 
SGO 12425 
S G O  4279.0 
S G O  128 
G4 101.7 
S G O  50126 
SGO 6339.1 
SGO 3619.1 
SGO 2208.7 
SGO 4310.9 
S G O  2298.9 
SGO 1880.3 
S G O  481.0 
S G O  332.1 
S G O  55142 
S G O  135.4 
SGO 242.4 
SGO 21.1 
S G O  3185.1 
SGO 18.7 
SGO 2134.1 
SGO 2482.5 
SGO 624.5 
SGO 398.8 
S G O  4814.6 
SG4 46.4 
S G O  1765.5 
S G O  6277.3 
SGO 3210.3 
s2 636.7 
G4 1177.5 
SGO 534.2 
G4 1119.7 

99.0 
G4 297.0 
SG4 3681.9 
G4 1043.0 
G4 2435.5 
S G O  m 5 . 9  
SGO 2715.0 
S G O  7809.1 
G4 442.0 
G4 231.7 
G4 1678.5 
G4 11622 

103.5 
G4 2901.0 
SGO 80.1 
S G O  524.9 
SGO 205.8 
S G O  256.6 
G4 644.0 

711.1 
G4 543.0 
s4 212.0 
G4 269.0 
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136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
1 59 
160 

- 

- 

I 

W h5 
WvWh9 
Rw 
wv4 
Wv9 
WvWh5 
Rw 
WhWd 
WVNü 
W h W  
WhOx2 
WhOx4 
W h W  
GbWv4 
WhOxl 
WhOxl 
Rw 
MeWsl 
Gb3 
MeWsl 
MeWsl 
Gb3 
MeWsl 
Whl 
Me1 

3 h  
34 hd 
4 hd 
3 h  
3 h  
3 4 h  
6-4 hg 
3 h  
4-3 h 
3 h  
3 h  
4 - 3 h  
3 4 h  
5 3  hr 
3 h  
3 h  
4-5 hg 
M h  
3 4 h  
3 4 h  
3 4 h  
3-5 Ur 
3 4 h  
3 4 h  
3 u  

161 Annie Laurie Lake 
162 W d  
163 W d  
164 ws5 
165 WSMel 
166 WSMel 
167 RwAvl 
168 PeBul 
169 BuNc4 
170 Nc4 
171 Mwl 
172 WhOx4 
173 Mwl 
174 Mwl 
175 Yk3 
176 MwOxl 
177 Mwl 
178 Yk3 
179 Mwl 
180 PeBul 
181 PeBul 
182 Ws2 
183 ws5 
le4 ws2 
la5 Rw 
186 MeWsl 
187 PeMel 
188 PeWs2 
la PeWs2 
190 WVMP5 
191 P a x 4  
192 PeOx4 
193 wsox5 
194 wz3 
195 WhTgl 
196 Mwl 
197 NcYk8 
198 wsMe5 
199 PeWs4 
200 PeWs4 
201 AvHwl 
202 Rw 
2w wsMe4 

1 1  
1 1  
54 hd 
3 4 h  
3 4 h  
5-3 id 
3-2 u 
2-3 üd 
3-2 ud 
2 u  
3 u  
3-2 uc 
3-2 uc 
3 ud 
3 hr 
1 1  
2-3 u 
3 ud 
3-2 u 
3-2 u 
4-5 hd 
54 hd 
5 h  
4-3 hd 
4-5 hd 
3 u  
3 u  
3 u  
3 h  
3 4 h  
3 4 h  
3 4  hc 
1 1  
3 u  
2 u  
3-2 ud 
4-3 h 
3 4 h  
5 4 h  
3-6 uic 
3-5 uc 
4-3 hd 

204 Gibneyiake 
205 MeWs4 3-4 h 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ICI 

141 
I 
1-51 
I 
I 
I 
1 
SI-I 
ICI 
ICI 
I 
sl-gsl 
gls 
slgsl 
slgsl 
gls 
1s-SI 
I 
1s-SI 

U 
U 
gsl 
gls-SI 
gls-SI 
1s-I 
S I 4  
ii-si1 
si1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ICI 
I 
ICI 
I 
I 
SI-R 
SI-R 

gsl 
gsl 
gsl 
I 
SI-1s 
SI 
SI-1s 
SI-1s 
1-0 
fl-1s 
fl-1s 
gsl-I 
U 
si14 
I 
sil-l 
gls-fl 
slgls 
slgls 

gsl-SI 

SI 

I 
I 

1WP 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1WP 
2WPD 
1WP 
1WP 
1WP 
1 SA 
O 
1WP 
O 
1WP 
1WP 
1WD 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1 SA 
O 
1 SA 
1 MA 
1 MA 
1WA 
S A  
3SA 
3MA 
3MA 
3MA 
2MA 
3SA 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1 MA 
2WA 
1 MPA 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

1CV 
2cdü 
4Dct2 
2Bdthc 
xdv 
PDdv 
4DcQ 
2Ddv 
2cdm 
PDdv 
2Dsv 
1 ce 
xdm 
3DmW 
1 Bvî2 
1 Bvî2 
4Dcü 
Xmt2  
4Cmt2 
XmP 
Xmt2 
4cmn 
3CmQ 
1CP 
3Bmflv 

4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4Dmv 
4Cmt2v 
4CmPv 
4Dct2 
2Bmflv 
2Bstl 
2Bsvtl 
4Cwi 
1BHv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
4Dsv 
4Cwi 
4Cwi 
x s v  
4Cwi 
2Bmtlv 
2Bmtlv 
4Cmü 
4Dmv 
4Cmt2 
4Dct2 
XmP 
2Bmfl 
X m v  
X m v  
PDdv 
X m P v  
Xmt2v 
3Dmv 
4Cwi 
2Bsvtl 
4Cwi 
X s v  
4Dmv 
X m P v  
X m ü v  
4Dwthr 
4DcQ 
XmP 

s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s3 
s2 
s1 
s2 
52 
si 
s2 
s2 
si 
si 
s2 
si 
s2 
si 
si 
s2 
s2 
s2 
so 
U 
U 
s2 
s2 
s2 
si 
so 
si 
si 
si 
si 
si 
s1 
s2 
s1 
s1 
si 
s1 
so 
so 
52 
52 
s2 
s2 
so 
so 
so 
so 
s2 
s2 
s2 
s2 
U 
si 
si 
s2 
52 
si 
si 
S l  
s1 
52 

2(8)D5(2)W 
3(6)DT2(4)D 
6( 1O)WT 
3(9)D5(1)W 
3(8)W)W 
3(5)DT2(2)D6(3)W 
6(4) W5(3)WT4(3)TP 
2(7)W2)W5(1 IW 
3(5)TD2(3)Ds(2)W 
2(7)W)W5(1 )W 
2(7)M5(3)W 
3(6)T2(3)M5(1)W 
2(5)D3(3)DT5(2)W 
4(9)MT5(1)W 
2(9)M5(1)W 
2(9)M5(W 
6(5)W5(3)W4(2)TD 
3(6)MT4(3)M5(1)W 
4(10)M 
3(6)Mr4(3)M(l)W 
3(6)MT4(3)M5(1)W 
4(1O)MT 
4(10)M 

4(10)M 

7(10)W 
7(10)W 
4( 7)MT5(2)W6(1) W 

2(9)M4(1)W 

4(7)M3(3)MT 
4(7)M3(3)MT 

2(6)M1(4) 

2(9)M(1)W 
5(9)wN4(1 )W 
5(9)wN4(1 )W 

6(9)W7(1)W 

5(5)MW6(2)W4(3)MT 
3(10)M 

1 (6)2(3)M5(1 )W 
5(10)W 

2(7)X3(2)WN5(1)W 
5(5)W6(3)W2(2)M 

2(8)X4(2)W 
4(5)W5(5)WN 
3(10)M 
3(1O)M 
4(9)MT5( 1 )E 
4(7)MT5(2)W6(1)W 
4(1O)TE 

4(1O)MT 
3(1O)M 
3(4)h44(4)M6(2)W 
3(4)M(4)M6(2)W 

3( 6) MT4(4)M 
3(6)MT4(4)M 

7(10)W 

5(10)W 

4(6)M3(2)MT6(2)W 
4(6)M3(4)MT 
4(6)M3(4)MT 
6(10)WT 
6(4)W5(2)W4(4)T 
4(6)M3(4)MT 

5(7)W4(3)r+J 

3 ( 6 ) W  )W0(3) 

3(5)MT4(5)MW 

2(9)M5(1)W 

1 (8)5(2)W 

O Xmt2  Si 3(7)MT4(3)M 

C6 2Sl-N,Xl-N 

C6 5E2-N 
C6 lSl-N,lCl-N 
C6 3E2-N,X2-N 
C6 3E2-N,X2-N 
D2 502-N,3S2-N 
C6 3E3-N.2S2-N 
C6 3C2-N,2S2-N 
C6 3E3-N,2S2-N 
D2 3S3-N,X2-N 
02 X2-N,lS2-N 
C6 3S2-N,X2-N 
D1 2S3-N 
D2 2S2-N 
D2 2S2-N 
D l  5E3-N,3C3-N 
D1 2S2-N 

C 6 N  

D2 N 
D l  2S2-N 
D l  2S2-N 
D3 N 
D2 N 
D2 2W3-N 
D1 N 

U 6P6-N 
U 6P6-N 
Dl 4S5-N 
Dl N 
Dl N 

D3 N 
O3 N 

D3 5S4-N 

D3 X2-N 
D3 6%-N 
02 N 
D3 E-S5-N,X2-N 
03 6S5-N.2C2-N 
D3 3S2-N,X2-N 
03 5S4-N,404-N 
O3 6E6-N 
D3 X2-N,2S2-N 
D3 6S6-N 
03 N 
D3 N 
D l  N 

D l  N 

Dl N 
Dl N 

D l  4S5-N 

D1 m-N,4W2-N 

D2 305-N 
D2 305-N 
85 4B3-N,2E2-N 
D2 N 
02 N 
D3 3C3-N 
U 6L6-N 
D3 2S3-N 
D3 6%-N 
D3 2S2-N,2E2-N 
D l  2P2-N,2S2-N 
D l  N 
D3 N 
D3 5E6-N,4S5-N 
D3 5E4-N,3S2-N 
D l  N 

DI N 
6L6-N 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 

U 
U 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
U 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 

2 

2 
2D 
4D 
2 
2 
2 
5G 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
4G 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 

U 
U 
3D 
1 
1 
4D 
2 
1D 
2D 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2D 
2 
1 
1 
2D 
2 
2 
2D 
3D 
2 
3D 
3D 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
U 
2 
1 
2D 
1 
2 
4 
3 
4 
2D 

2 

W1 G 
W3G 
W4G 
wo 
wo 
W2K 
W3G 
W2K 
W3K 
W2K 
W2K 
W2K 
W2K 
W2K 
W1K 
W1K 
W3G 
W2B 
W2B 
W2B 
W2B 
W2B 
W2KB 
W1K 
W2B 

U 
U 
U 
W2B 
W2B 
U 
W2B 
WlK 
WlK 
U 
W1K 
W1G 
W1 G 
WlKG 
WlKG 
U 
W2K 
U 
W2B 
W2B 
W2K 
U 
U 
U 
W2KB 
W2B 
W2K 
W2K 
wo 
W2B 
W2B 
WlG 
U 
W1 K 
U 
W1K 
W2B 
W1 B 
W3KB 
U 
U 
W2B 

W2K 

SGO 948.1 
SGO 654.4 
SGO 148.0 
S G O  83127 
S G O  1078.0 
SG1 4536.6 
SG1 860.1 
SG1 454.2 
52 113.3 
SG1 197.8 
SGO 6761.6 
SGO 374.6 
S G O  6357.4 
G3 558.4 
S G O  m . 9  
S G O  1114.7 
S G O  360.3 
SG4 460.6 
G4 360.6 
SG4 429.4 

G4 717.7 
sG4 222.4 
S G O  989.8 
54 613.4 

310.9 
SG4 57.5 
SG4 90.3 
G4 243.8 
SG4 196.1 
SG4 150.9 
S3 2848.0 
S3 326.0 
SGO 1091.4 
S G O  3879.0 
SGO 38.3 
S G O  m . 2  
SGO 109.4 
SGO 197.9 
SGO 140.7 
SGO 29.4 
SGO 193.2 
SGO 1937.9 
SGO 538.7 
S3 444.7 
S3 1143.5 
G4 322.0 
G4 499.6 
G4 112.2 
SG4 1125.2 
SG4 921.2 
s4 583.9 
SG4 326.7 
SG4 470.4 
SGO 20.0 
S3 43.3 
s3 882.9 
G3 481.3 
s3 68.2 
SGO 2095.1 
SGO 561.8 
SG1 4695.7 
SG4 319.2 
SG4 373.5 
SG4 472.8 
SG4 1949.4 
SG4 11.5 
SG4 36.7 

35.7 
SG4 305.5 

S G ~  82.3 
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206 YkWsl 3-4 hd S2 2(7)T3(3)MT 03 1S2-N 1 2D W X G  G2 364.2 
Si  2(9)X4(1)W D3 2S2-N 1 2 W1KG SG1 5772 

-/ 

207 
N8 
209 
21 O 
21 1 
21 2 
213 
214 
21 5 
21 6 
217 
218 
21 9 
m 
221 

Ykox4 

Mw5 
Mw5 
PeMel6 
WZ2 
NcYkll 
YkNcl 1 
Mwoxl 
WV6 
Rw 
wva 
WV9 
wv7 
OXYk8 

May& 
3 u  

3-2 u 
3 u  
3 u  
1 1  
3 u  
3 u  
3-2 u 
3 h  
3 h d  
4 h  
3 h  
4 h  
M h  

1-fl O 
1-Vl O 

1 O 
1 O 
1s-SI O 
U O 
Cl-l 2WA 
d-1 2WA 
1 O 
I O 
I O 
I O 
I O 
1 O 
I 1WP 

1DV 
lBt lv 

4cwi 
4Cwi 
3Bmvtl 
4Cwi 
x q s v  
2Eqtlv 
4Cwi 
2Ddv 
4Dcü 
xdt2 
xdv 
xdt2 
1 ct2v 

s i  5(7)W4(3)W 
Si  5(6)W4(4)W 
Sû 4(5)M3(4)M6(1)W 
U 5(6)W6(3)W7(1)W 
S1 1(8)5(2)W 
Si  1(9)2(1)T 

W w 4 3 ) M  
s2 3(7)D6(3)W 
S2 6(10)WE 
S2 3(9)DT5(1)W 
S2 3(8)D6(2)W 
S2 3(9)DT5(1)W 
S2 2(6)M3(2)T5(2)W 

D2 5S5-N,4W4-N 
D3 5S5-N,4W4-N 
C6 2.53-N 
U 6S4-N,X2-N 
Dl 2S1 -N,Xl  -N 
D3 Xl-N,lS2-N 
D l  5S5-N,X2-N 
C6 3S2-N,3E2-N 
C6 5E2-N,2S2-N 
C6 lS2-N,lC2-N 
C6 3E2-N,X2-N 
C6 2S2-N 
D3 2S2-N,X2-N 

1 2  
1 2  
3 1  
u u  
1 2  
1 2  
1 2  
1 2  
1 3 0  
1 3  
1 2  
1 3  
1 2  

U 
wo 
W3B 
U 
W1B 
wo 
U 
wo 
W4G 
wo 
wo 
wo 
W2K 

SGO 
s4 
s4 
s4 
S G O  
SGO 
SGO 
S G O  
S G O  
SGO 
SGO 
SGO 
SGO 

177.5 
83.2 

401.4 
1967.5 

- 

13.3 
2691.9 
7l122 .-.- 
138.8 

19607.0 
209.4 
71 2.3 I 

31 38.1 
36.8 
98.8 
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7. GLOSSARY 

Acid soii - A soil having a pH of less than 7.0. 
Aggregate - A group of soil particles sticking together in 

such a way that they behave mechanically as a unit. 
Alkali soii - (i) A soii having a high degree of alkalinity @H 

of 8.5 or higher), or having a high exchangeable sodium 
_.- content(lS% ormoreoftheexchangecapacity),orboth. 

(Ü) A soi1 that contains enough aikali (sodium) to inter- 
fere with the growth of most cmps. 
Note: The term “aikaii soii” is often incorrectiy used to 
describe a “saline soil”. 

I 

- 
Alkaline soil - A soi1 having a pH greater than 7.0. 
Alluvial deposit - Refer to section “2.3 Surface Deposits” 

Apron - Refer to section “‘2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 

Aspect - The particular direction in which a dope faces. 
Available water - The portion of water in a soi1 that can be 

readiiy absorbed by plant roots. See also “field capac- 
ity”. 

Bedrock - The pregiacial sediments, exclusive of stratified 
deposits in preglacial valleys, that underlie the surficial 
glacial sediments. Thesebedrock materials may or may 
not be consolidated into solid rock and may be exposed 
at the surface. 

Blanket - A mantle of unconsolidated materials thick 
enough to mask minor irregularities in the underlying 
unitbutstillconforming tothegeneral underlying topog- 

Blowout - A smali area fmm which soil material has been 
removed by wind. 

Channel - The bed where a naturai stream of water runs or 
has run. 

Clay - (i) A soil particle that is less than 0.002 mm in 
diameter. (ii) A soil tex- class. See also “texture, 
soir’. 

Clod - A compact, coherent mass of soil varying in six,  
usually produced by plowing or digging. 

Cobble - Rounded or partiaily roundedrock or mineral frag- 
ment between 8 and 25 cm in diameter. 

Cobbly - Containing appreciable quantities of cobbles. The 
term is used to describe both soil and land. 

Coliuvium - A heterogenous mixture of material that has 
moved down a slope and settled at its base, as a result of 
gravitational action. 

Degradation - (i) The decline in a soil’s fertility status as a 
resuitof loss of organicmatter,erosion by wind or water, 
compaction, salinization, or acidification. (ii) The 
changing of a soil to a more highly leached and more 
highly weathered condition, usuaily accompanied by 
morphological changes such as the deveiopment of an 
eluviated (leached), light-colored Ae horizon. 

Dissected - Where the original surface has been cut by run- 
ning water, leaving a network of channels, shaiiow 
guliies, or valleys. 

on page 2-1 of this report. 

of this report. 

- 

WhY. 

Dunes - Wind-built ndges and hilis of sand formed in the 
same manner as snowdrifts. They are started where 
some obstruction, such as a bush, boulder, or fence, 
causes an eddy or otherwise thwarts the Sand-laden 
wind. Once begun, the dunes themselves offer resk- 
tance and they grow to form various shapes. 

Eluviation - The transporîation of soi1 material in suspen- 
sion or solution within the soil by the downward or 
laterai movement of water. 

Eolian deposit - Refer to section “2.3 Surface Deposits“ on 
page 2- 1 of this report. 

Erosion - The wearhg away of the land surface by runnhg 
water, wind, ice or gravity. 

Erosivity - Thetendency forasoiltoerodeorpermiterosion. 
Esker - A winding ridge of irregularly stratified sand, 

gravel, and cobbles deposited under the ice by a xapidly 
flowing glacial siream. 

Fan - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 of 
this report. 

Fibric layer - A layer of organic material coniaining large 
amounts of weakly decomposed fiber whose botanical 
origin is readily identifiable. 

Field capacity - The percentage of water remaining in the 
soil two or three days after the soil has been saturated and 
free drainage has practically ceased. 

Fluvial deposit - Refer to section “2.3 Surface Deposits”on 
page 2-1 of this report. 

Genesis-The mode of origin of the soil, especialiy the 
processes or soil-forming factors responsible for the 
development of the solum, the m e  soil, fmm unconsoii- 
dated parent material. 

Glacial till - See “till”. 
Glaciofluvial - Refer to section ‘2.3 Surface Deposits” on 

Glaciolacustrine - Refer to section “2.3 Surface Deposits” 

Gleyed soil - Soi1 affected by gleysation. 
Cleysation - A soil forming process, operating under poor 

drainage conditions, which results in the reduction of 
iron and other elements, and in gray colors and moales. 

Grave1 - Rock fragments between 2 mm and 7.5 cm in 
diameter. 

Grumic - A fine-textured (Clay or heavy Clay) soil which 
cracks extensively when dry and forms angular blocky 
structures with grooved surfaces in subsoiis due to the 
effect of swelling and shrinking during periods of wet- 
ting and drying. Surface horizons are massive, often 
with granular secondary structure under cultivation. 

Gully - A Channel caused by erosion Born concentrated but 
intermittent flow of water during and immediately after 
heavy rains or snowmelt. It is deep enough to interfere 
with and not be removed by tillage operations. 

page 2-1 of this report. 

on page 2-1 of this report. 
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Heavy soii - A soil having a high content of fme particles. 
particularly Clay, or a soil having a high drawbar pull and 
therefore requiring more power to cultivate. 

Horizon - Refer to section“2.1 The Soil Profile” on page 2- 
1 of this report. 

Humic layer - A layer of organic material containing large 
amounts of highly decomposed organic material; only 
small amounts of fiber are present that can be identified 
as to their botanical origin. Fibers can be easily de- 
stroyed by rubbing. 

Hummocky - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 

Humus - (i) The hction of the soil organic matter that 
remains after most of the added plant and animal resi- 
dues have decomposed. It is usuaily dark-colored. (Ü) 
Humus is also used in a broader sense to designate the 
humus forms referred to as forest humus. (iii) Al1 the 
dead organic material on and in the soil that undergoes 
continuous breakdown, change, and synthesis. 

Hydraulic conductivity - The rate at which saturated mils 
transmit water. 

Inclined - Refer to section ‘2.4 Surface Forms” on page 
2-2 of this report. 

Infiltration - The downward movement of water into the 
mil. 

Kettle - Depression left after the melting of a detached mass 
of glacial ice that was buried in‘ glacial debris. 

Knob - A pronounced, rounded hill commonly found in 
knob and keule topography in morainic areas. 

Knoll - A small, subdued, rounded hill commonly found in 
ho11 and depression topography in areas of tiii plains. 

Lacustrine deposit - Refer to section ‘‘2.3 Surface Depos- 
its” on page 2-1 of this report. 

Landform - The various shapes of the land surface resulting 
from a variety of actions such as deposition (eskers, 
moraines) and erosion (gullies, valleys). 

Leaching - The downward removal from the soi1 of materi- 
als in solution. 

Level- Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 of 
this report. 

Light soil - A soil having a high content of coarser particles, 
particuiarly sand, ora soil having a low drawbarpull and 
therefore easy to cultivate. 

Loess-Material transported and deposited by wind and 
consisting of predominantiy silt-sized particles. 

Mesic layer - A layer of organic material in an intermediate 
stage of decomposition; intemediate amounts of fiber 
are present that can be identified as to their botanical 
origin. 

Microrelief - Smail scale, local differences in topography, 
including mounds, swales, or pits that are usually < 1 m 
in diameter and with elevation differences of up to 2 m. 

Mineral soil - A soil consisting predominantiy of minerai 
matter. It contains less than 17% organic carbon except 
for an organic surface layer that may be up to 40 cm thick 
if formed of mixed peat or 60 cm if formed of fibric peat. 

2-2 of this report. 

Moraine - Distinct accumulations of glacial material, 

Mottles - Spots or blotches of different color or shades of 

Neutra1 soi1 - A soil having a pH of 7.0. 
Organic matter, soil -The organic hction of the mil; 

includes plant and animai residues at various stages of 
decomposition, cells and tissues of soil organisms, and 
substances synthesized by the soil population. 

Parent material -The unconsolidated and more or less 
chemically unweathered minerai or organic matter h m  
which the solum of a soil has developed. 

Pedology - Those aspects of soil science involvhg the con- 
stitution, distribution, genesis, classification and map 

Permeability, mil - The ease with which gases and liquids 
penetrate or pass through a buik mass of soil or a layer of 
soil. 

pH, soi1 - The negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion activ- 
ity of a soil. The degee of acidity (or alkalinity) of a soil 
as determined by an electrode or indicator at a specified 
soil-water ratio, and expressed in terms of the pH scale. 

Ridged - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms“ on page 2-2 
of this report. 

Rolling - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 2-2 
of this report. 

Runoff - The portion of the total precipitation falling upon 
an area that flows away through stream channels or over 
the surface instead of entering the mil. 

mainly till, deposited directly by glaciers. 

color interspersed with the dominant color. 

ping of mils. 

Runway - The Channel of a stream. 
Saline soil - A mil that contains enough soluble saits to 

interfere with the growth of most crops. As measured by 
the electrical conductivity of the saturation extract, the 
amount of S a l t  present is great enough to produce a 
reading greater than4 mS/cm. Very sensitivecrops may 
be affected at elecvical conductivities of 2 mS/cm. 

Sand - (i) A soil particle between 0.05 and 2.0 mm in 
diameter. (ii) A soil textural class. See also “texture, 
mil”. 
very coarse sand - A soil particle between 1.0 and 2.0 
mm in diameter. 
coarse sand - (i) A soil particlebetween 0.5 and 1.0 mm 
in diameter. (ii) A soil textwal class. See also “texture, 
mils”. 
mediumsand - Asoil particlebetween0.25 and0.5 mm 
in diameter. 
finesand - (i) Asoilparticlebetween0.10and0.25mm 
in diameter. (ii) A soil textural class. See also “texture, 
soil”. 
very fine sand - A soil particle between 0.05 and O. 10 
mm in diameter. 

Silt - (i) A soil particle between 0.002 and 0.05 mm in 
diameter. (ii) A soil textural class. See also “texture, 
soil“. 

Soil - (i) The unconsolidated mineral material on the imme- 
diate surface of theearth that serves as a naturai medium 
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prism-like - Soil particles are arranged around a 
vertical axis and bounded by relatively flat, vertical 
SurfXeS. 

prismatic - Having prism-like structures 
with vertical faces well-defined, and 
edges near the top sharp and somewhat 
angular. 
columnar - Having column-like struc- 
tures with vertical edges near the top of 
columns not sharp (columns may be flat- 
topped, round-topped or irregular). 

Substrate modifier - A  materiai of different origin that 
underlies material in which a soi1 is formed, at a depth of 
1 m or less. 

Superglacial - A glaciolacustrine or giaciofluvial deposit 
laid down in small ponds or iakes on the melting ice 
surface, which subsequentiy becomes mixed with or 
underlain by glacial tili upon melting. It is not as uniform 
as typical lacustrine or fluvial deposits. 

Terrace - A nearly level, usuaily narrow, plain bordering a 
river, lake, or sea. Rivers are sometimes bordered by a 
number of terraces at different leveis. 

Texture, soil - The relative proportions of the various soil 
particles (sand, silt or clay) in a soil as described by the 
classes of soil texture. Refer to section “2.5 Surface 
Texture” on page 2-3 of this report. The limits of the 
various classes and subclasses are: 
sand - Soil materiai that contains 85% or more 
sand. 

coarse Sand - Soil matenal that contains 
25% or more very coarse and coarse sand, 
and less than 50% of any other one grade 
of sand. 
fine Sand - Soil material that contains 
50% or more fine sand or less than 25% 
very coarse, coarse, and medium sand and 
less than 50% very fine sand. 
gravelly Sand - Soil material that meets 
the requirements of a sand but aisci con- 
tains 20 to 50% by volume of corne frag- 
ments from 2 mm to 75 mm in diameter. 

loamy sand - Soil material that usualiy contains 70 
to 85% sand but may contain as much as 90% sand 
depending upon the amount of clay present. 

gravelly loamy sand - Soi1 material that 
meets the requirements of a loamy sand 
but also contains 20 to 50% by volume of 
coarse fragments from 2 mm to 75 mm in 
diameter. 

sandy ioam - Soil material that usually contains 52 
to 70% sand but may contain as much as 85% or as 
little as 43% sand depending upon the amount of 
Clay present. 

fine sandy loam - Soil materiai chat con- 
tains 30% or more fine sand and less than 
30% very fine sand or behireen 15 and 
30% very coarse, coarse, and medium 
sand. 

.- 

for the p w t h  of land plants. (fi) The unconsolidated 
minera1 matter on the surface of the earth that has been 
subjected to and influenced by genetic and environ- 
mentai factors of: parent material, climate (including 
moisture and temperature effects), macro- and microor- 
ganisms and topography, ail acting over a period of time 
and producing a product (soil) that differs from the 
materiai from which it is derived in many physical, 
chemical, biological and morphological propemes and 
characteristics. 

Solum - The upper horizons of a mil in which the parent 
materiai hasbeenmodifiedandin whichmostplantroots 
are contained. It usually consists of the A and B 
horizons. 

Stratification - The arrangement of sediments in layers or 
strata marked by achange in color, texture, dimension of 
particles, and composition. Stratification usuaiiy means 
layers of sediments that separate readiîy along bedding 
planes because of different sizes and kinds of materiai or 
some interruption in deposition that permitted changes 
to take place before more material was deposited. 

Structure, soil - The combination or arrangement of pri- 
mary soil particles into aggregates of secondary soil 
particles, which are separated from each other by sur- 
faces of weakness. These secondary particles may be, 
but usually are not, arranged in the profile in such a 
manner as to give a distinct characteristic pattern. The 
secondary particles are characterized and classified on 
the basis of size, shape, and degree of distincmess. The 
general shape types are structureless, plate-like, block- 
like and prism-like. The terms are: 
structureless - Having no observable aggregation 
or no definite orderly arrangement around natural 
lines of weakness. 

single grain - Loose, incoherent mass of 
individual particles as in sands. 
massive - A coherent mass showing no 
evidence of any distinct arrangement of 
soi1 particles. 

block-like - Soil particles are arranged around a 
point and bounded by fiat or rounded sides. 

blocky (angular biocky) - Having block- 
like structures with f i t ,  rectangular faces 
and sharp, angular corners. 
subangular blocky - Having block-like 
structures with rounded or flattened faces 
and rounded corners. 
granular - Having block-like aggregates 
that appear as spheroids having curved 
surfaces which have slight or no accom- 
modation to the faces of the surrounding 
aggregates. 

plate-iike-Soi1 particles are arranged m u n d  a 
horizontal plane and generally bounded by rela- 
tively flat, horizontal surfaces. 

platy - Having thin, plate-like aggregates 
with faces mostly horizontal. 

- 

I 

w 
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graveUy sandy loam - Soil material that 
meets the requirements of a sandy loam 
but also contains 20 to 50% by volume of 
coarse fragments f k m  2 mm to 75 mm in 
diameter. 
very fuie sandy loam - Soil material that 
contains 30% or more very fine sand or 
more than 40% fuie and very fine sand, at 
least half of which is very fine sand, and 
less than 15% very coarse, coarse, and 
medium sand 

loam - Soilmaterial that contains 7 to 27% clay, 28 
to 50% silt, and less than 52% sand. 
gravelly loam - Soil material that meets the re- 
quirements of a loam but also contains 20 to 50% by 
volume of coarse fragments from 2 mm to 75 mm in 
diameter. 
silt loam - Soil material that contains 50% or more 
silt and 12 to 27% Clay, or 50 to 80% silt and less 
than 12% Clay. 
silt - Soil matenal that contains 80% or more silt 
and less than 12% Clay. 
sandy clay loam - Soil material that contains 20 to 
35% Clay, less than 28% silt, and45% or more sand. 
clay loam - Soil material that contains 27 to 40% 
clay and 20 to 45% sand. 
silty Clay loam - Soil matenal that contains 27 to 
40% Clay and less than 20% sand 
silty Clay - Soil material that contains 40% or more 
silt and more than 40% Clay. 
clay - Soil material that contains 40% or more Clay, 
less than 45% sand, and less than 40% silt. 
heavy clay - Soil material that contains more than 
60% Clay. 

Till - UnstraMied glacial drift, deposited directiy by the ice, 
consisthg of a mixture of clay, sand, silt, gravel, and 
boulders. 

eroded till - Glacial till that has been subjected to water 
erosion subsequent to deposition, often leaving a dense 
Stone lag or stony, gravelly lense on the surface. 
water-modified tiil - Glacial tül that has hadsignifcant 
amounts of water-sorted materials incorporated, usualiy 
during deposition, that results in less stony ihan normal 
glacial till with more sandy, silty or clayey textures than 
unstratified glacial till. 

Tilth - The physical condition of soil as related to iis ease of 
tillage, fitness as a seedbed, and impedance to seedling 
emergence and mot penetration. 

Topography - The physical features of a district or region, 
taken collectively; especially, the relief and contours of 
the land. 

Undulating - Refer to section “2.4 Surface Forms” on page 
2-2 of this report. 

Veneer - Unconsolidated materials too thin to mask the 
minor irregularities of the underlying unit surface. A 
veneer will range from 10 cm to 1 m in thickness and will 
possess no form typical of the material’s genesis. An 
example of this is shallow lacustrine deposits overlying 
glacial till. 

Water, soil - Water occupying the pore spaces in îhe soil. 
Water table - The upper surface of gmundwateror that level 

in the ground where the water is at aîmospheric pressure. 
Wilting point - The moisturecontent ofasoilat whichplants 

wilt and fail to recover their turgidity when placed in a 
dark, humid atmosphere. 

Zone, soi1 - An area in which the dominant soils reflect the 
zonal influence of climate and vegetation, and form a 
natural land pattern with other soils that exhibit the zonai 
influence only weakly or not at all. In Saskatchewan 
soils, there is a gradual increase in the organic matter 
content of the surface horizons as one moves from the 
southwest to the northeast, as reflected by their surface 
color. This forms the basis of soil zonal separations in 
the province, namely Brown, Dark Brown, Black, Dark 
Gray, and Gray. 
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8. FURTHER INFORMATION 

For more information about the data contained in this report or for more information about the d 

Saskatchewan Soii Survey, contact: 

.k 

3 

L 

If more copies of this report are required, please indicate the name of the Rural Municipality and the 
number of copies required. 
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